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ABSTRACT
Afzal, Shehzad Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2017. Text-based Spatial and Temporal Visualizations and their Applications in Visual Analytics . Major Professor: David
S. Ebert.
Textual labels are an essential part of most visualizations used in practice. However,
these textual labels are mainly used to annotate other visualizations rather than being a central part of the visualization. Visualization researchers in areas like cartography and geovisualization have studied the combination of graphical features and textual labels to generate
map based visualizations, but textual labels alone are not the primary focus in these representations. The idea of using symbols in visual representations and their interpretation as a
quantity is gaining more traction. These types of representations are not only aesthetically
appealing but also present new possibilities of encoding data. Such scenarios regularly
arise while designing visual representations, where designers have to investigate feasibility of encoding information using symbols alone especially textual labels but the lack of
readily available automated tools, and design guidelines makes it prohibitively expensive to
experiment with such visualization designs. In order to address such challenges, this thesis
presents the design and development of visual representations consisting entirely of text.
These visual representations open up the possibility of encoding different types of spatial
and temporal datasets. We report our results through two novel visualizations: typographic
maps and text-based TextRiver visualization. Typographic maps merge text and spatial data
into a visual representation where text alone forms the graphical features, mimicking the
practices of human map makers. We also introduce methods to combine our automatic typographic maps technique with spatial datasets to generate thema-typographic maps where
the properties of individual characters in the map are modified based on the underlying
spatial data. Our TextRiver visualization is composed of collection of stream-like shapes

xv
consisting entirely of text where each stream represents thematic strength variations over
time within a corpus. Such visualization enables additional ways to encode information
contained in temporal datasets by modifying text attributes. We also conducted a usability
evaluation to assess the potential value of our text-based TextRiver design.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
Analyzing modern datasets to derive useful insights that can facilitate decision making has
many challenges associated with it. These challenges include increasing the scale of data,
multi-dimensionality, dealing with textual content or unstructured data, handling streaming data, integrating disparate data components, and dealing with spatial and temporal data.
Dealing with these challenges requires careful design of visual representations that not only
provide an accurate representation of the underlying data but also presents information at
appropriate abstraction level supporting interactive exploration and analysis to aid decision
making. In this thesis, we present a suite of visual analytics tools applied in different application scenarios where we address these modern data challenges, especially focusing on
spatial and temporal datasets. We also present novel text-based spatial and temporal visualizations that enable encoding multiple variables using different properties of text besides
capturing the graphical features of these visualizations using only text.
This chapter provides an overview of different aspects of visual analytics application
design for decision support covered in subsequent chapters. Section 1.1 describes, in general terms, visual analytics system for decision support environments. Section 1.2 describes our work related to visual analytics framework for spatial and temporal datasets.
Section 1.3 introduces our work related to novel spatial and temporal text-based visualizations. Section 1.4 presents thesis statement. Section 1.5 provides an outline of this thesis
document and content covered in different chapters.

1.1

Visual Analytics System for Decision Support
Analysts and decision makers have to better prepare and plan for events, and they have

to look into a variety of large and complex datasets related to an application domain. In
some cases, they have to incorporate computer-based simulations to model potential sce-
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narios. These models employ a variety of parameters and output complex multivariate data
which needs to be analyzed and explored. Furthermore, as parameters are modified, new
outcomes occur, requiring further analysis to compare various scenarios. Depending on
the application domain, simulation output may need to be compared across space and time
to evaluate decision measures as they may be implemented over a variety of state spaces.
Analysts need to work in an environment where they can explore the impact of different
decision measures. These decision measures are not used to determine the best solution to
the model; instead, these decision measures are placed at different points to help analysts
understand and illustrate the effects that certain responses will have. The work presented
here consists of a suite of predictive visual analytic tools that not only provides insight
into the effectiveness of a decision but also provides an interactive visual analytics environment for the investigation of multiple courses of responses as well as comparisons of the
effectiveness of each component of a response plan.
In other application scenarios, where the data ingested is not necessarily the output of
a simulation model, decision-making environment has to provide a suite of visual analytic
tools that enable analysts and decision makers to load different datasets. These tools often provide a stack of linked views or visualizations that provide insights about the data
relevant to different viewpoints and scenarios. Interactive exploration, querying, and analysis of input dataset coupled with suitable visualizations present high-level view of the
underlying scenarios and enhances decision-making capabilities of human analysts and decision makers. The work presented here, utilize both novel and existing visual analytics
techniques to support decision-making environments in such datasets.
We apply our visual analytics techniques to several datasets and simulation models.
They include epidemic and disease modeling, public health and syndromic surveillance,
multivariate flight network data, and exploring anomalies and trends in the financial sector.
Underlying simulation models and datasets ingested in our application are either spatial,
temporal, or spatiotemporal in nature.

3
1.2

Framework for Visualizing Spatial and Temporal Datasets
As discussed in the previous section, analysts and decision makers often have to com-

pare different decision scenarios and corresponding decision paths. Manual comparison of
different decision choices could be prohibitively expensive if performed in absence of any
automated tool. As space of possibilities can be huge, and traditional methods are highly
inefcient, so a framework for managing these decision paths and corresponding data is required. In our work presented here, we introduce a framework for visualization, interactive
exploration, and modication of decision paths related to both spatial and temporal datasets.
The suite of interactive visual analytics tools that we provide includes geospatial map visualization, decision paths visualization and navigation, Interactive exploration of spatial and
temporal data, time series analysis tools, multivariate network visualization, text analysis
tools, and novel text-based spatial and temporal visualizations. This thesis document provides a detailed discussion related to the challenges associated with the development of this
framework with examples of different application scenarios related to spatial and temporal
datasets.

1.3

Text-based Spatial and Temporal Visualizations
Textual labels are an intrinsic part of most practical visualization techniques, but they

typically play a supporting role in annotating visual entities such as lines, points, and shapes
of different color, texture, and weight that make up the visual representation. These textual
labels themselves are not usually used to create graphical features of the visual representations themselves, where besides capturing the shape of the intended visual representation
they can be used to encode data using underlying text and its features. Since the text is also
a form of a symbol, we can investigate whether any symbol (including textual symbols) can
be interpreted as a quantity in visual representations besides using them to form graphical
features of visual representations.
Researchers in design and infographics community have designed visual representations consisting entirely of text [1]; in other words, in such graphics, the labels them-
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selves become the sole graphical features. One interesting such technique, in particular, is
Typographic Maps [2], introduced by the cartography company Axis Maps, where entire
city maps are rendered only using the names of streets, highways, parks, waterways, and
monuments that together make up the spatial features of the city. The result is a detailed
and highly aesthetic geographic map made entirely of the geographical labels themselves.
However, Typographic Maps, while aesthetically pleasing, are manually created by human
designers in a lengthy and tedious, even painstaking, process [3]. As a result, Typographic
Maps exist only for a handful of North American cities that Axis Map have so far have
chosen to represent, and most cities in the world will likely never have Typographic Maps
made for them. Such text-based visual representations are designed for aesthetic reasons
and does not exploit the full potential of visualizing data using text that has been the hallmark of the information visualization field since its inception [4, 5].
Automated generation of such visualizations where symbols represent all graphical features opens up many possibilities of data visualization where such visualizations not only
look aesthetically pleasing but also enables the possibility to encode information through
variations in properties of such symbols. Automated generation can also help make these
visualizations interactive, and adaptable according to properties of underlying data to be
visualized.
In our work, we have particularly focused on design and development of novel visualizations that use only textual symbols for both spatial and temporal datasets. We present a
technique for automatically generating a typographic map of any geographic region within
seconds. Mimicking the practices of the human designers, our technique wraps text along
paths to create lines, and fills polygons with text to create shapes. Furthermore, our automatic technique opens the door to conveying additional data using the spatialized text.
We show how to combine our typographic maps technique with spatial datasets to create
typographic cartograms [6–8] where the individual characters in the map are scaled, colored, or highlighted according to the underlying spatial data. Examples of where this could
be useful include conveying crime rate in a city, traffic information on a road network, or
demographic data in a region.
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The motivation for such map visualization first and foremost comes from the high visual aesthetics of Typographic Maps—Axis Maps sells poster-sized versions of their maps
that are in high demand—which is balanced by the high cost of creating them. An automatic typographic map technique will alleviate the production cost and would make such
maps available for any geographic region in the world. The thematypographic map concept
makes the technique potentially useful for data visualization. However, our interest goes
beyond this mere automatization process and into the domain of visual asceticism: there is
something profoundly compelling about a visual representation made up entirely of labels,
where the form of the data is also its semantics. The discipline of information visualization
is often concerned with providing visual representations that allow people to interpret symbols as a quantity. In the case of cartography, both road names and road lines are symbols
that need to be interpreted with respect to their geographic location. By combining the
road line directly with the name, we are able to facilitate this interpretation, achieving a
combination of symbolic and graphical aspects into a single hybrid representation.
Experiences based on implementing typographic maps, which is an example of spatial text visualization, tell us that same idea could be applied to generate other types of
visualizations as well. We also present a technique to generate text-based TextRiver visualization targeted towards temporal datasets. Case studies related to two different types
of temporal datasets –social media and news stories– demonstrate the usage scenarios of
this text-based visual representation. We also conducted a user evaluation for TextRiver to
explore its effectiveness in encoding different types of information derived from temporal
datasets.

1.4

Thesis Statement
In this work, we present a visual analytics framework for decision support environments

that enables analysts and decision-makers to interactively explore different spatiotemporal
datasets and make informed decisions in different scenarios. Utilizing this framework,
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They can explore different decision choices and corresponding decision paths through interactive decision path analysis tools.
Figure 1.1 shows the main components of this framework and how these components
relate to each other. It also shows different tools and techniques developed as a part of this
framework.

Fig. 1.1. Visual analytics framework for decision support. This framework
consists of two sub-frameworks targeted for spatial and temporal datasets.
Each framework is extended to generate text-based spatial and temporal visualizations.
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As shown in the figure, this framework consists of two sub-frameworks: sub-framework
for visualizing spatial data and sub-framework for visualizing temporal data.
The Sub-framework for spatial data consists of a suite of tools for geospatial data exploration and analysis that enable analysts and decision-makers to interactively explore spatial
datasets on map-based visualizations. This framework supports the integration of different
epidemic and disease modeling or multivariate network data with spatial components.
While exploring disease modeling datasets, analysts or decision-makers can interactively introduce different decision measures or mitigative choices to minimize epidemic
spread that can result in different decision paths. As a part of this framework, we present a
novel decision history visualization and navigation tool that enables analysts and decisionmakers to compare and contrast different decision choices.
In our work, we have extended this sub-framework to visualize spatial data using spatialized text where text alone forms all the graphical features of the visualization. Using this
capability to automatically generate text-based visualizations, we provide tools and techniques that can automatically generate two novel spatial text-based visualizations capable
of encoding spatial datasets: typographic maps and Thema-Typographic maps.
In this work, we also introduce our sub-framework for visualizing temporal datasets
that consist of a suite of tools to analyze and explore financial time series datasets with
a support to identify any anomalies in the time series dataset. It also enables analysts
to explore contextual evidence available through additional text data sources like news
articles.
This contextual evidence can be available from other sources as well (e.g. social media posts) and there is a variety of information that can be extracted from these text data
sources. This includes major topics, sentiment analysis, unusual variations in a topic
stream, etc. In order to encode multiple variables in a single visualization, we have extended our sub-framework for visualizing temporal datasets to generate novel text-based
TextRiver visualization. This visualization is capable of encoding multiple types of information available in temporal datasets by modifying different properties of text besides
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capturing the shape of visualization using only text. The main contributions of our work
are the following:
• Visual analytics framework for decision support environments supporting interactive
exploration and analysis of multivariate spatial and temporal datasets
• Suite of map-based visualization tools to visualize geospatial datasets
• Decision history visualization tools to interactively apply decision measures and explore different decision paths
• A suite of temporal data analysis tools supporting anomaly explorations and analysis
• Design and development of novel typographic maps and thema-typographic maps
visualization for spatial datasets
• Design and development of novel text-based TextRiver visualization for temporal
datasets
• Application scenarios demonstrating use of above techniques on different spatial and
temporal datasets

1.5

Outline
Following is the organization of this document. Chapter 2 discusses the background

and related work in this problem domain. Chapter 3 discusses our visual analytics system
for decision support, and also provides details about the framework for visualization of
spatial an temporal datasets. Chapter 4 discusses design and development of text-based
spatial visualizations (typographic maps). Chapter 5 discusses design and development of
text-based TextRiver visualization. Chapter 6 provides different application scenarios, case
studies, and examples based on different spatial and temporal datasets.
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2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we review the related work in the domain of spatial visualizations, cartography, text visualizations, spatial text visualizations, and topic stream visualization. Below
we review the relationship between cartography and more recent efforts from the geographic information science and visualization domains. We then present exciting innovations in infographics and graphic design on the creative use of typography—an intrinsically
cartographic consideration—as visual form. We draw parallels to the field of text visualization and then show how these components can all be combined into typographic maps
that convey shape, scale, and data in a single visual representation. In the last section, we
present state of the art in topic stream visualization, and then discuss key motivating factors
to design text based topic stream visualizations.

2.1

Geospatial Visualizations and Cartography
A map is a visual representation of a physical space depicting the relationship between

the spatial elements of that space. Cartography, the study and practice of making maps, has
been around since the cradle of civilization and has long concerned itself with how to best
design these visual representations to present the most important and relevant features in
clear, understandable, and actionable ways [9–11].
Scale has been long recognized as one of the most important visual variables to the
human perceptual system [12, 13], and humans possess a high degree of spatiocognitive
abilities that make it possible, even easy, for us to navigate in geographic space [14]. These
facts all form the basic cognitive platform upon which maps and mapmaking are based.
However, where traditional maps are static, the new fields of geographic information science (GIScience) and geovisualization deal with intrinsically interactive visual representations [11], commonly using geographic information systems (GIS) [15].
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Outside of the GIScience domain, spatial and geographic datasets are a common data
source for our own visualization field. Shneiderman includes 2D geographic maps as one of
seven core data types for information visualization [4], and much recent work has explored
the intersection of cartography and visualization, e.g., [7, 16, 17].
Labels are a key feature of maps [11], spatial and interactive alike, and thus the fields
of cartography and geovisualization have long studied the combination of textual labels
on graphical features for making geographical maps. Seminal work [9, 12, 13] and handbooks on cartography [10, 11, 18] tend to include long lists of guidelines on appropriate
label placement in different situations, as well as the use of typographic conventions to
convey spatial information. These guidelines are also being transferred into automatic labeling algorithms in the digital and GIS domains, with work such as that by Kakoulis and
Tollis [19] studying general feature labeling, and that by Kameda and Imai [20] looking at
optimal label placement on points and curves.
Many of the label placement strategies outlined in the cited work above focus on conveying information about the spatial features on the map using the label as well. For example, labels may sometimes be curved or meandering [9], and typographic conventions
also play a role, such as using italics for names of water features [11]. However, beyond
these uses, labels are seldom used in cartography to convey abstract information beyond
the spatial features themselves.

2.2

Combining Text and Shape
Labels generally play a supporting role in visual representations, but a radical new idea

that is gaining traction in both academic and design communities is to generate graphics
where the textual labels alone form the visual features: in other words, the labels become
the image.
From the academic side, perhaps the most well-known example is the extended graph
labels technique proposed by Wong et al. [21]. Designed for node-link diagrams, this technique dispenses with traditional lines connecting nodes in the graph, and instead uses the
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textual label, curved and repeated as necessary, as the de-facto visual link. The WordBridge
technique [22] builds on this idea, but takes it a step further by transforming both links and
nodes into full-fledged word clouds (edge and node clouds, respectively). However, both
of these use standard graph layout algorithms for the spatial position of nodes.
Chevalier and Diamond [1] review the design and infographic side of the text-as-shape
paradigm in a recent miniature survey on the synergy between text analysis and fine art.
One of their examples in particular, word cloud portraits, is especially relevant to our work
because it also utilizes language to convey a visual form. The specific pieces discussed in
the paper are Roscover’s word cloud portraits for President Obama [23] and Steve Jobs [24].
However, the spatial layout in these portraits are designed primarily with aesthetics in mind.

2.3

Text Visualization
Text visualization uses interactive visual representations to show information about

documents beyond their actual text, and has been a prominent focus in information visualization since the field was established [4, 5]. Text is ubiquitous in our everyday life,
and text visualization provides a lightweight and low-barrier approach to seeing a different
perspective on this type of data.
Perhaps the most common text visualization technique today is the word cloud (or tag
cloud) [25,26], where terms are scaled proportionally to their relative frequency and placed
on a visual space in some specific order. Popularized by the social media website Flickr in
2002 [26] (although there exist several examples of their use prior to this), word clouds are
now in use by thousands of Internet websites.
However, despite their popularity, word clouds are plagued by a number of problems,
such as awarding undue attention to long words, difficulties in comparing term size, and
layouts that do not promote visual search [26]. The Wordle technique [27] proposes a more
space-efficient randomized layout algorithm that results in highly aesthetic clouds. The
improved ManiWordle technique [28] allows the user to directly control the cloud layout.
A competing approach uses a circular rather than a square layout [29], and yet another
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allows for layouts optimized around a point or a line [22]. SparkClouds [30] add sparklines
to individual terms in a word cloud to show their trend over time, but do not change the
term layout. TopicLens [30] performs on the fly topic modeling and corresponding 2D
embeddings to support interactive exploration through a lens interface.
In general, none of these examples use the spatial position of terms for anything other
than aesthetics.
Some more recent cloud-based techniques are starting to better utilize the position variable. Parallel tag clouds [31] use one spatial axis to display the temporal attributes of terms
in a document corpus. TIARA [32, 33] combines a tag cloud with a trend graph to show
changes over time. Clustered word clouds [34,35] attempt to place commonly co-occurring
terms close to each other. In all of these techniques and systems, not only the size of the
word but also its position is important for understanding the visualization. SentenTree [36]
displays frequent sentence patterns in social media data using node link diagrams where
nodes represent words and links represent word co-occurrence within same sentence, extending the ideas of Word Tree and Word Clouds. ConceptVector [37] system enables users
to iteratively build concepts (semantically related keywords associated with specific theme
or object) and used them for document analysis. EdWordle [38] created storytelling clouds
by introducing a method to edit word clouds through rigid body dynamics while preserving the neighborhoods of other words resulting in very compact layouts. Felix et al. [39]
conducted four user studies aimed at studying how different visual representation impact
extracting information from keyword summaries (list of words and associated qualitative
values). They explored the visual design space of keyword summaries through the intersection of different visual encodings and layouts for given keywords. They observed strong
dependency on the nature of tasks performed by users. Designers have also explored the
use of both data-driven and non-data driven word-scale graphics to be embedded as visualizations in data rich documents [40]. Designers of text-based visualizations have to
consider perception issues associated with data encoded through font size. Alexander et
al. [41] conducted several experiments to show that word width, word length, and character
height have several factors that could impact comparison between font sizes in visualiza-
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tions. They found consistencies in these perceptual biases, but they argue that these data
encodings are suitable in high accuracy tasks because they found the effect of these biases
to be small.

2.4

Spatializing Text for Geovisualization
Although our work arose from a need to spatialize text in several geospatial appli-

cations, we were heavily inspired by the Typographic Maps [2] published online by the
cartography design firm Axis Maps. These maps, just like our typographic maps, use the
names of streets, highways, parks, and city blocks to form a geographical map of the city itself. However, creating a Typographic Map is a manual and painstaking process performed
by a graphic designer, where creating a single map may take several weeks [3]. As a result,
Typographic Maps currently exist only for a select few North American cities, and new
additions appear only rarely.
The difference between the original Typographic Maps and our visualization technique
for generating typographic maps is that our approach is fully automated using geographic
information from OpenStreetMap. While we have made efforts to replicate many of the
design practices used by the graphic designer, our automated technique naturally lacks the
truly creative and aesthetic touch afforded by a human designer making the map. However,
with access to an automatic algorithm, we are able to take the next step by using Typographics Maps to visualize data using a technique inspired by cartograms [6–8], where
space is distorted to convey a thematic variable. Typo Tweet Maps [42] are typographic
maps that use social media topics in any given area (based on geo-tagged tweets) to render
roads and neighborhoods.
Besides geospatial data, systems like PicWords [43] can automatically generate calligrams by combining picture of any person and keywords. Text in this case is just a
specific set of symbols, designers could replace this set with any other set of symbols. One
interesting alternative is the use of fatfonts [44] to encode information through the density
of the font. Since words could have variable length and long words could get more visual
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emphasis as compared to short words, font density based approach can be adopted in designing text based visualizations where ink usage is estimated for any given word and font
properties are adjusted accordingly to give suitable visual emphasis.

2.5

ThemeRiver/Topic Stream Visualization
Understanding trends and patterns in temporal data, and discovering their relationship

to any events/topics is an important problem in temporal data analysis. One of the key
objectives of the ThemeRiver visualization [45, 46], which is composed of collection of
stream-like shapes filled with color where each stream represents thematic strength variations over time within a corpus, is to identify any patterns in the temporal data, and these
patterns could have a causal relationship with external events. ThemeRiver is often annotated with labels to define the occurrence of such events. Since one attribute per theme
could be displayed in traditional ThemeRiver design, researchers have proposed 3D ThemeRiver [47] capable of encoding additional variable through the height of themes. However, such 3D extensions causes problems like occlusion, and visual separation of streams
becomes difficult. Byron et al. [48] introduced a new kind of stacked graph called Streamgraph, and argued based on their experiences with ‘Listening History’ (Last.fm) [49] and
‘New York Times box office revenue graph’ [50], that ‘legibility’ and ‘aesthetics’ could be
harder to optimize at the same time in order to create more engaging visualizations. Dork
et al [51] introduced temporally adjustable stacked graphs called ‘Topic Streams’, which
instead of relying on fixed time intervals and pre-defined categories of data, introduced
aesthetic aggregations. They also introduced Visual Backchannel that supports exploration
centered around events in large-scale conversations in streaming data. They utilized textual
labels to highlight activities in the Backchannel.
RoseRiver [52] provides a visual analytics environment to support exploration of hierarchical and evolving topics. RoseRiver system uses an incremental evolutionary tree cut
algorithm to generate a sequence of topic trees. A time-based visualization shows topics
as vertical bars, and color stripes are used to represent topic relationships. EvoRiver [53]
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system supports interactive analysis of cooperation and competition, collectively called
‘coopetition’, among a set of concurrent topics in twitter dataset for social and business
related topics. Textual labels are placed on top of different streams, and user could also
visualize word cloud relevant to individual streams. Wu et al. [54] developed an opinion
diffusion model to study opinion propagation patterns among Twitter users. They have
developed an opinion flow visualization to encode opinion diffusion information by combining Sankey graph and tailored density map. Researchers have also attempted to identify
events in social media that generate bursty response as motivating events [55], and visualized these bursty responses in form of a temporal visualization, showing events organized
on multiple horizontal axis. Leadline [56] extends the concept of bursty responses, and
visualizes events in the form of ‘bursts’ linked to certain entities and people. Leadline
system also provides linked geospatial view showing locations of corresponding events.
TextFlow [57] provides visual analytics system to analyze topic evolution patterns, emerging from selected topics, and supporting different temporal granularity levels. Increased
number of keywords could clutter this type of visualization. keywords are embedded as
textual labels within the visualized streams. In all of these techniques and systems related
to topic stream, most of the times one theme could encode one attribute at a time, and
textual labels or glyphs are embedded within individual streams to convey additional information. If this type of visualization could be generated based entirely on text then it could
provide an option of double encoding to visualization designer. Typographic Sets [58] uses
text and font attributes to label elements that can be used to extend different set visualization techniques. Microtext Line Chart [59] present several case studies emphasizing
how typography could open new venues for data visualization presenting examples of line
charts built completely with text avoiding the use of legends.
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3. VISUAL ANALYTICS FRAMEWORK FOR DECISION
SUPPORT
In this chapter, we present our visual analytics framework for decision support and its subframeworks. Figure 3.1 shows the overall architecture of this framework. As shown in
the figure, this framework contains two sub-frameworks for visualizing spatial and temporal data. In this chapter, we will cover details of these two sub-frameworks and their
components and how we applied this framework to a variety of real-world datasets. In subsequent chapters, we will cover in details how we extended our sub-frameworks for purely
text-based visualizations (spatial and temporal).

3.1

Sub-framework for Visualizing Spatial Data
In this section, we will discuss major components of our sub-framework for visual-

izing spatial data. As shown in Figure 3.1, it is subdivided into five major components.
Section 3.1.1 provides an overview of two sub-components: geospatial map visualization for epidemic models and decision tree visualization to explore decision paths. Section 3.1.2 covers details of map-based multivariate network data visualization and Section 3.1.3 provides details about geospatial map visualization for public health surveillance.
Section 3.1.3 links public health surveillance data with additional datasets like social media
posts.

3.1.1

Geospatial Map Visualization for Epidemic Models and Decision Trees

In order to facilitate enhanced model exploration and decision analysis, we have developed a linked spatiotemporal visual analytics tool [60] (Figure 3.2) designed for advanced model simulation and exploration for epidemiologists, local public health officials
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Fig. 3.1. Visual analytics framework for decision support. Sub-frameworks for
visualizing spatial and temporal data are divided into further sub-components.
The extensions of these sub-frameworks are novel text-based spatial and temporal visualizations.

and other healthcare officials. The system was designed from its inception in collaboration
with health experts, state healthcare officials and epidemiologists to address their needs.
In order to understand this decision space, our work focuses on advanced interactive
visualization and analysis methods providing linked environments of geospatial data and
time series graphs that allow end users to explore infectious disease outbreak models, as
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shown in Figure 3.2. In this view, the map can be interactively filtered to show a variety
of statistical measures about the disease spread (e.g., percentage ill, percentage dead), and
plots in this view provide temporal details of the spread over a user selected geographic
region.
Furthermore, in the geospatial view, users are able to interactively explore the simulation and insert decisions (e.g., quarantine counties, spray pesticides, enforce social distancing). The effects of these decisions are captured in the decision support tree space. The
decision support space shows how the simulation paths vary over time where the height of
the path is based on a user-defined metric of the decision impact as compared to the baseline
metric (i.e., the simulation path in which no interdictions have taken place). In this manner,
users are able to explore path choices and analyze the global impact over time. This allows
users to explore both short and long-term ramifications of the decision measures employed.

Fig. 3.2. Visual analytics decision support environment. (Left) The spatiotemporal model view display. In this view, users can watch the spread of the model
over space and time and introduce changes to the simulation as well as incorporate mitigative response measures to try and slow the disease spread. (Right)
The decision history tree view. As users interact in the model view display, the
different paths the simulation can take are calculated and visualized. The decision paths are plotted over time on the x-axis, with the y-axis representing the
cumulative deviation from the baseline simulation. Source [60].
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System Overview
Our visual analytics decision support environment consists of two main views as shown
in Figure 3.2. The first view (Figure 3.2-(Left)) is the spatiotemporal model view in which
users can interactively adjust model parameters and explore the effect of decision measures
over space and time. As users interactively scroll through time and explore the epidemic
spread model over the underlying population structure, and detailed views of the impact
over time for a user selected region is shown in the small multiples plots on the righthand side of Figure 3.2-(Left). In this window, users can interactively choose to employ
decision measures for mitigating the outbreak. Decision measures are based on the model
under investigation, and detailed examples of use cases are given in Section 4.
In the spatiotemporal model view, users may only interact with their current scenario,
and modifications in this scenario are captured in our second view, the decision history
view (Figure 3.2-(Right)). In the decision history view, users may explore the different
decision paths and compare the cumulative outcomes over time. The decision history view
supports path highlighting and branch collapsing as a means of reducing clutter and enabling effective exploration. Each of our two views supports a particular form of analysis
and enables users to evaluate the effectiveness of various disease mitigation decisions.
These views are driven by an epidemic spread simulator in which a given model is integrated into the system. The model input parameters are fed into the simulator and the
results of the simulation are modeled based on user-defined decisions. As users apply mitigative decision measures, the decision history tree is stored and a visualization of the user’s
choices can be displayed and analyzed. Our framework is based upon recommendations in
the work by Jankun-Kelly and Ma [61] and Shrinivasan and van Wijk [62], both of which
suggest that capturing metadata of the visual exploration process is a key component of the
analysis process. Our history tree visualization is able to record users’ decisions and allow
them to compare, modify and insert new decisions. In this section, we describe the details
of our system components and the related control structures.
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Dataset
In order to allow our system to be fully functional and adaptable to other models, our
system contains an interchangeable epidemiological spread simulator component. This
component generates a large scale spatial simulations over census tract, zip code and/or
county level populations. Population and demographic [63] data is provided as input to
the back-end simulation functions. The simulation then outputs information on the number
of sick and dead within a given population by areal unit (e.g., county, zip code) and provides color coded geographical representations of the data. System control menus are then
defined to incorporate the appropriate mitigative response measures that users can apply.
Specific simulations used as case studies are described in Section 4. For a given model, the
epidemiological spread simulator generates the epidemic spread data for specified number
of days based on the given scenario and model parameters.

Spatiotemporal Model View
The spread data is then mapped into an interactive spatiotemporal view shown in Figure 3.2-(Left). This view facilitates the exploration of the disease spread through an interactive time spinner control seen at the upper left corner of the window. However, such
exploration only provides slices of spatial data at a given time or an aggregate thereof. In
order to understand these slices, users need to know the trends of previous data (and, if
possible, model future data trends).
Users may interact with the system through a variety of viewing and modeling modalities. As shown in Figure 3.2-(Left), the main viewing area is the spatiotemporal view, and
the three windows on the right provide a time series view of the population statistics based
on the underlying population and model parameters. These graphs provide a detailed view
of the areal unit selected (with selections being indicated by a darker border) in the main
viewing area, where each graph shows a different population statistic with respect to time.
Both the geospatial and time series viewing windows are linked to the time control at the
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Fig. 3.3. Creating a decision history tree. In this figure, we show the insertion
of a decision point on day 200 of a Rift Valley fever simulation. The insertion
of the decision points adds a node, and the resulting colored line shows the
cumulative effects of this decision (as compared to the baseline) over time.
If a path is above the x-axis, that decision has cumulatively performed better
than the baseline up to that point in time. In this manner, users may track the
magnitude of the disease spread with respect to the global impact. Source [60].

upper left portion of the screen. These linked views allow for a quick comparison of trends
across various spatial regions.
As users explore the disease spread over time, they can also introduce mitigative response measures into the scenario. After each mitigative measure, the epidemiological
spread model updates the scenario from that point in time. This form of exploration, which
involves the human analyst inserting decision points into the scenario, provides a means
for both creating training scenarios, as well as predicting possible future outcomes during
an ongoing epidemic.

Disease outbreak scenarios
As the user inserts decisions points, scrolls through time, and revisits other scenarios, these interactions are tracked and displayed in the decision history view. This view
keeps track of all the mitigative response measures performed and the corresponding mortality/sickness rate in a form of single visualization. This tool not only keeps track of the
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decision histories but also shows the consequences of each decision in terms of net gain
or loss over time, creating the branching paths structures seen in Figure 3.2-(Right) and
Figure 3.3. Currently the comparison can only be done according to a single criterion, and
future work will explore ways of visualizing multivariate outcomes within a decision history tree. Note that all simulations used are designed to run until the disease has run its
natural course, thus, the limits on the x-axis of our history view are derived from the model
itself.
Path Building In order to build the paths of Figure 3.3, a cumulative summation of the
overall magnitude of the outbreak (in terms of lives lost or another user-defined variable) is
calculated. In the original path, we consider the cumulative summation of lives lost on day
t of the scenario to be the baseline. All other paths branch from this baseline such that the
decision history view is visualizing the overall decision impact:
N

t

Pv (t) = ∑ Pbi (t) − ∑ P0i (t)
i=0

(3.1)

i=0

Here, Pv (t) is the overall impact of the current decision path (Pbi ) in geographical area i
with respect to the impact of the original unmitigated simulation (P0i ) at time t overall all
N geographical areas in the simulation space. Pv (t) is plotted on the decision history tree
branching off from the last active decision path.
When the first mitigative response is added by the user, a decision path originates from
the x-axis (representing time). The symbols shown in the legend represent the different
types of mitigative response measures. Each decision path and corresponding symbol is
assigned a unique color. The color of the decision path is temporarily changed to black
whenever the user mouses over a decision path. In Figure 3.3 the brown triangle represents the point in time in which the user deploys some predefined resource as a means of
mitigating the response. After this point, the height of the new path is calculated using
Equation 1 for each time point left in the simulation. The height of the decision path along
the y-axis represents the difference between the original (un-mitigated path) and the current
branch.
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Users may return to the original simulation as well and add other decision paths for
comparison. Path selection is done through a right click within the interface and users may
quickly move between scenarios. For each decision taken, a unique color is assigned to the
path in order to facilitate analysis, as shown in Figure 4.1.
The height of these branches are again plotted with respect to the original decision path
(as opposed to the parent path), thereby maintaining a consistent basis for comparison. If
the branch is above the x-axis (positive), then the current decision path has helped mitigate
the spread of the disease. In Figure 4.1, we can see one path that falls below the x-axis for a
portion of time; however, it ends above the x-axis when the simulation run completes. Since
the y-axis values represent a cumulative summation, this indicates that while this decision
path may have seemed to be detrimental for a time during the simulation, it eventually
proved effective in reducing the overall impact. However, in Figure 4.1, we can also see
three other decision paths that end below the x-axis. Two of these paths would have initially
appeared to be highly mitigative responses as they remain above the x-axis for a long period
of time; however, we see that by the end of the simulation, this path actually would have
worsened the overall impact of the spread. By using the decision history view, analysts may
now see the end result as well as the path that it took to reach there. Furthermore, in the
decision history view, analysts can see the effect of the decision and then utilize the model
view display to explore periods of poor performance to look for other potential mitigative
measures that could be added.
Path Analysis Tools In order to explore a given decision path, users simply click on
a path and choose the ‘Activate Path’ option from a menu. This path is then the path
being explored in the spatiotemporal model view. Path activation requires us to introduce
persistence support in the system and our system saves each previous state of the simulation
before performing any mitigative measure. This saved state can be reloaded once any
deactivated decision path is activated. Unfortunately, as the number and complexity of the
scenario created by the user increases, the complexity of the visualization also increases.
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Fig. 3.4. Here we illustrate the effects of utilizing decision measures within
the confines of a pandemic influenza simulation. In the left image, the analyst
has used no decision measures and is visualizing the spread of the pandemic
on day 36 of the simulation. In the right image, the analyst has decided to see
what effects (on day 36) deploying the strategic national stockpile on day 3
would have had on the pandemic. Source [60].

Mouse over on a node also provides a thumbnail view of what the geographical state space
looked like at the time of the decision.
In order to reduce clutter due to the addition of a large number of decision measures,
each decision path can be expanded or collapsed to any level. Whenever a path is expanded
or collapsed, the last expansion/collapsed state is preserved for all sub paths. However, in
some cases, users may wish to view a portion of the decision path and hide other obstructing
nodes or lines. After introducing several branches within a given path, users may wish only
to see the optimal path (the path with the highest cumulative score). In order to perform
this operation, a user can right click on any path and select option ‘Show Only Best Path
Components’. Furthermore, in the presence of large number of decision paths/branches,
it may become difficult to differentiate decision lines. Thus, our decision history tree also
supports path highlighting to provide additional cues about path recognition.
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3.1.2

Geospatial Multivariate Network Data Visualization

In this work [64], we provide visual analytics environment that supports geospatial
multivariate network data exploration, analysis, and comparison. Interactive linked views
help analyst explore different aspects of the network data. We utilized Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) dataset in our work which provides information about individual
United States flights including origin, destination, scheduled departure/arrival, real departure/arrival, and five types of delays. In interactive geospatial map view, we support two
types of visualizations—Petal Visualization and Thread Visualization—that can summarize the multivariate network data on a map based view. One of the key benefits of these
visualizations is that analyst could analyze large number of network nodes with variable
number of attributes at each node with minimum clutter. Interactive support helps analyst
to highlight or drill down into the specifics of each node. Following two sections provide
further details about petal and thread visualizations.

Geospatial Petal Visualization
Petal visualization provides simplified one-to-many network view for the selected nodes
on the network. Each petal visualization consists of set of petals radiating from the origin
to multiple destinations where each petals encodes some aggregate information, based on
network variables, originating from the selected node to other destination nodes in the
network. In the case of flight delay data, we encode average flight delay information in the
radius of the petal. Other variable are mapped inside each petal to represent the contribution
of each variable in the aggregate value.
Pie chart inside each petal is used to provide comparison with other nodes in the network. In petal visualization shown in Figure 3.5, pie chart encodes ’on-time flight performance’ of the selected node, and also contribution of individual delays in the overall flight
delays calculation. Color and size of the inner circle may be used to represent the on-time
flight performance (also highlighting the importance of the node) and the outer circle could
encode individual delay contributions.

Case 3
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Fig. 3.5. Petal visualization showing delays from Los Angeles (LAX) airport to
other United States airports in Jan 2012. Flights heading to Hawaii (HNL) has
largest delays as compared to other airports, and carrier delay has the largest
contribution in the over delay. Source: Adapted from [64]
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Fig. 3.6. An example of map based petal visualization with visual aids for
SFO, SLC, DFW, and PHL airports. Source: [64]
Figure 3.5 shows that flights heading from Los Angeles (LAX) airport to southwest
have worst delays as compared to other flights and carrier delay is the major contributing
factor in this delay calculation. Lighter inner circle however represents better on-time
performance.
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Fig. 3.7. Thread Visual Representation. Example shows a network link composed of multiple variables where each variable is represented by a thread.
Width of each thread within a link is dependent on the contribution of the corresponding variable. In this example, variable represented by orange has the
largest contribution(0.5) whereas Blue and Green have contributions of 0.3 and
0.2 respectively. Source: [64]

Figure 3.6 shows map based petal visualization for four selected airports on the map.
There are some visual aids on the map which are shown once user selects a node on the
map. It helps users understand which nodes are included while doing the delay calculations
for each individual petal. It can be seen from the Figure 3.6 that CVG node is included in
DP1 petal delay calculations. Users can interactively select or deselect nodes in the network
to reduce visual clutter.

Geospatial Thread Visualization
This type of visualization is focused on analyzing the relationship between an origin and
all the source destinations on the map with respect to multiple network variables. Width
of each thread is encoded based on the node variable of the origin. Width of each thread
varies depending on the value of the variable for given origin-destination pair. Each thread
is further subdivided into smaller threads representing the contribution of individual subcomponents. Figure 3.7 shows an example of a thread where width of this thread depends
on the contribution of each variable. Width of individual sub-threads are also adjusted
based on the contribution of network variables. Since there could be many nodes in a given
network, user could zoom in or interactively filter out nodes that are not required to be
shown on the map.
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Fig. 3.8. An example of map based thread visual representation showing
multivariate flight delay data from ATL to all other United States airports.
Source: [64]
Figure 3.8 shows map view with a thread visualization showing multivariate flight delay
data from ATL to all destination airports in the United States. Width of each thread link
represents sum of all individual delays. We can see from the visualization that variables
representing orange, green, and blue are the major contributing factors in the overall flight
delays from ATL to all other airports.

3.1.3

Linked Spatial and Temporal Visualizations for Public Health Surveillance

Public health officials analyze various types of data corresponding to different domains
for public health surveillance. These data types include chief complaints feed from hospitals, social media data, reports from local officials etc. These officials, if they rely on
a single data source, could miss early outbreak signals or could potentially misunderstand
the nature and extent of an epidemic spread. Combining multiple sources of data in a single
visual analytics system could help analysts capture those early outbreak signals.
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Fig. 3.9. Visual analytics environment for public health surveillance. (A) Spatiotemporal map view [65]. (B) Time series view. (C) Calendar view. (D)
Time Slider. (E) Filtering Options. (F) Twitter TagMap view. (G) Twitter data
display view. (H) Stacked bar graph view.
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In our work, we combine chief complaints data with social media data(Twitter) to provide a comprehensive overview of health threats. In order to generate alerts, chief complaints data is first classified into seven syndromic categories (Botulinic, Constitutional,
Gastrointestinal, Hemorrhagic, Neurological, Rash, Respiratory, and Other) using CoCo
classifier [66]. Then we apply EWMA based control chart methods to detect anomalies in
the time series data based on extensions in our VAST challenge work [67]. These alerts
indicate unusual syndromic activity that requires more investigation. In absence of any
additional data sources, it would be difficult for an analyst to understand the nature and
extent of any health threat. Analysts would review additional information before making
any decision about mitigative measures and allocating resources.
We utilized Twitter as an additional data source and there are many benefits associated
with using Twitter data. We can easily design classifiers trained on actual Twitter data to
detect tweets related to a particular topic. In our examples, we used a classifier for detecting
Dengue fever related tweets. TagClouds are generated from classified tweets based on a set
of keywords targeted for a specific syndromic outbreak. Classifiers could also be trained
to detect weather conditions. Identification of these weather conditions could also help
detect any correlations between disease outbreaks and weather conditions. Besides this,
social media data provides us the flexibility to collect data about many different topics. In
order to combine the outputs from multiple sources of data. We have designed a novel
visualization technique that combines TagClouds generated from social media data and
syndromic alerts from chief complaints data. We will describe this visualization in more
detail in later sections. One major problem in analyzing social media data is handling
large data volumes and overcoming high computational and storage requirements. In order
to solve these problems, we have implemented a time window based social media data
analysis approach that significantly reduces the computational and storage requirements.
We will explain this approach in a later section. Major features of our visual analytics
environment include:
• EWMA based anomaly detection in time series data enabling automatic generation
of syndromic alerts
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• Spatiotemporal map view to visualize syndromic surveillance data
• TagCloud generation from social media data using syndromic classifiers and time
window restricted analysis
• Novel visualization that links syndromic alerts generated from time series data with
TagClouds generated from social media data

Spatiotemporal Map View and Linked Time Series
Major views of our visual analytics environment are shown in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.9A
shows the spatiotemporal view that can visualize individual chief complaint locations along
with the KDE hotspots. It also shows the underlying map of an area and supports adding
shape files of different regional boundaries like the union councils of a city (union council
is a subdivision similar to census tracts). Figure 3.9B shows the time series view. In this
view, number of chief complaints related to patient visits to the hospitals can be shown
at different granularity levels. Figure 3.9C shows the calendar view. In this view, daily,
weekly and monthly distributions of patient visits can be shown. This view could be useful
to see the day of week effect and relevant patterns in the data. Each cell contains the patient
visit count and the horizontal and vertical axis also contain the histograms. Color of each
cell changes according to the number of patient visits. Figure 3.9E shows the filtering
options. These options are based on the chief complaints text and syndromic categories.
Any updates applied via this filter are instantly applied to other views of the system as
well. E.g. if a user deselects all chief complaint options and then selects only fever then the
data related to this type of chief complaint will be shown in all linked views. Figure 3.9D
contains the time slider. It links all the views together. If user changes the time slider value,
system automatically updates all the views. Different temporal aggregation values could
be selected by the user.
Figure 3.9F shows the syndromic alert and TagCloud view. In this view, alerts correspond to anomalies in the syndromic classification data. These alerts are represented by
red dots in this view. TagClouds are also shown in this visualization which are linked to
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alerts. These TagClouds are based on the Twitter data output from the syndromic classifier. Words are scaled based on their frequency in the classified tweets dataset. Details of
this classification process along with the layout algorithm will be discussed in a later section. Figure 3.9G shows the actual Twitter data linked with the classifier output. User can
scroll through actual tweets and read the contents to get a better understanding of health
related events. Figure 3.9H shows the stacked bar graph view that represents the contribution of each syndromic category (Botulinic, Constitutional, Gastrointestinal, Hemorrhagic,
Neurological, Rash, Respiratory, and Other) in the total volume of syndromic data at different temporal aggregation levels. User can interactively select and deselect individual
syndromic categories to be shown in the bar graph view.

3.2

Sub-framework for Visualizing Temporal Data
This sub-framework contains two major components: a suite of tools for anomalies

exploration in time series data (focusing on financial datasets) and text-based temporal
visualizations. Section 3.2.1 covers in detail the first component of this sub-framework.
We explain this component through examples of financial time series data. Text-based
temporal visualizations will be covered in detail in a later chapter.

3.2.1

Anomaly Exploration Tools for Time Series Data

Our visual analytics environment consists of a series of linked views, and has been built
to operate for both historical and real time financial market datasets. The system has been
implemented in HTML, PHP, and Javascript using D31 Protovis2 and jQuery UI3 Our system
has been organized into a traditional dockable dashboard view: each window can be closed,
moved, and resized as desired. Figure 3.10 presents a snapshot of our system. The main
components include the following:
1 http://d3js.org/
2 http://mbostock.github.io/protovis/
3 https://jquery.com/
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Fig. 3.10. Overview of our system consisting of Menu (A), Time series (B),
Stacked zoom graph (C), Horizon graph (D), Calendar (E), Topic stream (F)
and News Event Timeline (G). All components are tightly linked to each other.

• Time Series View: Presents ticker prices and anomalies over time and provides users
with display and configuration options
• Horizon Graph View: Presents ticker prices, anomalies, trends for individual stocks,
market/sector indices, and the overview trends
• Calendar View: Presents count of anomalies in the format of a calendar in order to
explore seasonal and cyclical trends
• Stacked Zoom View: Presents ticker prices over time in detail and its relation to the
overview
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• Topic Stream View: Presents related news stories for each topic/ticker over time
• News Events Timeline View: Presents potential contextual evidences of financial
anomalies from news articles
Additionally, the system provides a menu, or a control panel, that allows users to interactively select their stock market tickers of interest. This facilitates the analysts’ ability
to display the ticker data in the time series visualizations, as well as the other components
of the system. The menu also provide users with the ability to select the time range and
temporal aggregation levels (e.g., hour, day, week, month). The sub-sections that follow
provide details of the different views in our visual analytics environment.
For the news story dataset, we collect news articles from nine different news sources
through our customized news scrapper built using Python. For each news story, we extract
headlines, story text, time information, link, and source of articles. The data is then stored
into SQL Server database for post processing.

3.2.2

System Overview

Following sections explain each of these temporal visualization in detail. These visualization are interlinked, and interactions in any of these visualization causes other visualizations to change.

Time Series View
The main view of the system consists of the Time Series View that initiates the analysis process and provides a temporal overview of the financial data and anomalies to the
analysts. The time series visualization displays values and variations in stock prices over
different temporal aggregation levels (R3), along with anomalies detected for each ticker
using the methodology described in Section 3.2.3.
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Fig. 3.11. Glyph based approach for encoding anomaly scores. Different ways
of encoding z-score. Empty or filled triangles (A), Transparent or opaque triangles (B), Large or small triangles, (C), Tooltip showing ticker details (D),
Horizon Graph: Black bars represent anomalies (E).

The time series display supports interactive brushing and linking with other linked
views. Hovering the mouse over a specific time series highlights the ticker and provides
further details on demand (e.g., ticker name, stock price at that time step).
We apply a glyph-based approach to display anomalies identified for each ticker using
the method described in Section 3.2.3 (R2). A confidence score for each anomaly is calculated from the time-series of market prices based on the z-score value as explained in
Section 3.2.3. It should be noted that we allow users to interactively adjust threshold for
this z-score value in the system (R5). In order to display anomalies on the time series displays, triangles are drawn at time steps where anomalies are detected. We use triangles that
are pointing up to represent anomalies that indicate abnormal positive growths in the signal.
Similarly, we use triangles that are pointing down to represent anomalies with an abnormal
negative fall. The anomalies that are above user provided threshold are highlighted with a
solid red colored triangle. Users are also provided with different visual encoding options
to display anomalies. For example, users may choose to encode the z-score values for the
anomalies using the glyph size and opacity.
Users can also choose to hide certain investigated anomalies in order to focus their
attention on anomalies (as shown in (B) and (C) of Figure 3.11) with low confidence scores.
Finally, we note that users can click on the individual triangles to select a specific anomaly
for further investigation in the other linked views.
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Horizon Graph View
Line graphs allow users to observe trends in temporal data. However, as the number
of ticker signals increase, it becomes difficult for users to compare the trends across the
different signals. In order to alleviate these challenges and enable simultaneous comparisons of stock prices and anomalous regions (R7), we adapt a two-tone pseudo coloring
technique in the horizon graph [68]. Our implementation of the horizon graph is shown
in Figure 3.10 (D). Here, the different stock time-series are vertically arranged. Each time
series signal is then split into two color tones by flipping, using the average line of the
time-series. Here, the upper half (i.e., values above average) are colored in blue, while
the lower half (i.e., values below average) are colored in red [68]. The height of the time
series is reduced further by subdividing each half into two bands. The number of bands
used for each half are configurable by the user, and it also depends on how many stocks we
need to analyze simultaneously. Interested readers can find more details on the implementation of the horizon graph4 . Besides displaying the stock prices, we have extended this
view to visualize anomalies by drawing vertical bars on top of each ticker graph as shown
Figure 3.11 (E). We note that overlaying anomalies atop each horizon graph enables users
to visually detect correlations between anomalies and extremes in time series values (R6).
This view helps analyst identify sector trends in both anomaly and ticker data. Analyst
could easily identify anomalous regions and could explore further details of such regions
by utilizing the stacked zoom graph. The horizon graph acts like a summary view helping
users to identify any patterns in sector stock prices and anomalies.

Calendar View
The calendar representation, as shown in Figure 3.10 (E), is intended to show the relationship between the number of anomalies over the user selected calendar year for the
selected ticker indices. Here, the total number of anomalies observed across dates are displayed in the format of a calendar [69] where each row corresponds to a week, and each
4 http://www.stonesc.com/Vis08

Workshop/DVD/Reijner submission.pdf
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column corresponds to the day-of-the-week. Note that our Calendar View consists of only
5 business days (Monday through Friday) because the stock markets are closed over the
weekends. We apply a sequential color scale [70] to encode the total number of anomalies
per day. We chose to use the color red as it is often associated with tensions and emergencies, which is appropriate for anomalies. The bar charts at the end of each row and column
encode the total number of anomalies for each week and day-of-the-week, respectively.
Through the bar charts, the Calendar View reveals seasonality and cyclic trends, and enables users to explore the anomaly patterns by days-of-the-week and across different weeks
(R3).

Stacked Zooming View
In the analysis of temporal data, one of the challenges is exploring multiple disconnected time frames in order to discern temporal patterns. Financial analysts are frequently
required to examine temporal trends in their data, and also to determine whether any recurring patterns occur in the data (R3, R6, R7). To support these analytic tasks, we provide
analysts with a stacked zooming line graph visualization technique [71]. This technique
supports multi-focus interactions that allows users to visualize multiple parts of time series
signals by juxtaposing them at subsequent levels [72]. In order to preserve context among
the different levels, we implement a hierarchical approach that provides visual cues to connect the parent graphs to corresponding children graphs. This approach enables users to
quickly navigate and find corresponding child graphs for their selections.

Topic Stream View
The Topic Stream View allows users to explore through news stories related to ticker
events and time of interest [Leadline]. We extract meaningful topics from text corpora by
latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) [73], which is widely used for topic modeling. The Topic
Stream View presents the volume of news stories for given topics for a time range selected
by the user in the top section. By clicking on a specific time of a specific ticker, or by
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Fig. 3.12. Three main components that form the News Events Timeline View:
Overall Sentiment (top), Anomalous Topics (middle), and Polarity Distribution
Stacked Bar Graph (bottom) with green being positive sentiment, gray being
neutral sentiment, and red being negative sentiment.

directly selecting an anomaly in the Time Series View, the Topic Stream View will present
associated topic streams. Then the user can find topics and news stories corresponding to
the same time range on the ticker. When a news story of interest is selected, the complete
story along with its related topics will be displayed in the bottom section. By perusing the
news stories, the user can make sense of them and their topics, connect them to particular
anomalies, collect relevant stories for a more complete picture, and hypothesize a detailed
explanation for the detected anomaly. This visualization supports two modes of grouping
and listing topics. First mode is based on LDA topic modeling and second mode is based
on company-based filtering. In company-based filtering, news stories are filtered based on
company specific keywords. The Topic Stream View then presents the volume of news
stories for given companies within user selected time range. All news articles are grouped
based on the mode selected by the user.

News Events Timeline View
News Events Timeline view allows users to explore contextual evidences of financial anomalies from news articles. We summarize contextual evidence based on sentiment analysis, topic modeling with LDA [73], and seasonal trend decomposition based on
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Locally-weighted regression (STL) [74]. We apply sentiment analysis on news articles using Sentigem API [75] and the polarity results (positive, negative, or neutral) of the news
articles are aggregated for each day. The cells of the timeline are color coded to visually
encode these results. Stacked bar graph below each cell represents polarity distribution of
news articles for that particular day. This process is discussed in more detail in Section
3.2.4. Figure 3.12 (bottom) shows sentiment analysis results. We also apply LDA topic
modeling [73] and STL [74] to identify anomalous topics in the topic stream. Details of
this method are discussed in Section 3.2.4. Anomalous topics are visually encoded in the
form of black dots in the news events timeline as shown in Figure 3.12 (center).

3.2.3

Anomaly Analysis for Financial Market Data

In this section, we discuss our anomaly analysis techniques for detecting abnormal financial market behaviors. A large number of studies have documented that the distribution
of stock returns shows a day-of-the-week effect [76, 77]. We propose three different automated techniques which take account of the presence of seasonality in stock returns. In
our system these automated techniques are effectively coupled with our visual analytical
environment. Analysts are able to explore the contextual information surrounding such
available anomalies. Our system allows the analysts to choose one of the techniques based
on their analytical purposes and personal preference.

Seasonal Trend Decomposition
The existence of seasonal variations in production and sales is well known [78]. Similarly, the stock market also exhibits seasonal patterns and trends at certain times of the
day, week, and month [79]. In order to identify abnormal stock behaviors that can be indicative of unusual behaviors, we utilize the seasonal-trend decomposition based on loess
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approach [74]. The STL technique decomposes the time series into three components: a
trend component, a seasonal component, and a remainder, as shown below:
Y = T +S+R

(3.2)

Here, Y is the original time series of interest, T is the trend component, S is the seasonal
component, and R is the remainder component. We utilize this approach to model the
financial time series in order to account for the various components, and also to detect
irregular components in the signals. The resulting estimates of the trend and seasonal
components are then used to compute the remainder: R = Y − T − S. In our approach,
we utilize large deviations from the model behavior (determined using large remainder R
values) to detect substantial variations in the time series. We define these deviations as
anomalies. To calculate these deviations, we utilize a seven day moving average of the
remainder values to calculate z-scores in order to locate peaks and outliers. The z-scores
for each ticker are given by z = (R(d) − σ )/µ, where R(d) is the remainder value for day
d, σ is the mean remainder value for the last seven days, and µ is the standard deviation of
the remainders. Finally, if the z-score values are higher than 3 for day d, we consider the
value to be abnormal within a 99% confidence interval.

Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
We also utilize a statistical technique based on a control chart method, Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) for stock behavior anomaly detection [80]. EWMA
returns the weighted average of all previous sample means where more recent samples are
weighted more highly on the variance while other control charts use a same weight. The
exponentially weighted moving average is defined as:
zi = λ xi + (1 − λ )zi−1

(3.3)

where xi is the original time series, 0 < λ ≤ 1 is a constant, and i > 2. λ is typically set
to 0.2 ≤ λ ≤ 0.3 [80]. We then utilize the EWMA control chart to detect abnormal stock
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behaviors. The control chart is constructed by plotting zi versus the sample number i. We
calculate the control limits using the following equation:
S
CL = y ± L √
n

s
λ
[1 − (1 − λ )2i ]
(2 − λ )

(3.4)

where y is the sample mean, L is the width of the control limits, S is the standard deviation,
and n is the number of samples. We set L to 3, which represents the 99% confidence
interval band. If the ticker price at a specific time point falls outside the control limits, it is
considered to be an abnormal event.

Sector Average Comparison
We use an anomaly detection algorithm considering group movement [81]. The assumption of this approach is that stocks in the same sector (e.g., IT, oil or airline industries)
have a similar movement pattern to each other and the pattern is re-occurring unless there is
a critical event affecting on an individual stock (e.g., insider-trading). We compute anomaly
scores of stocks by correlating a stock price to the average stock price of the sector that includes the target stock. For example, if the average stock price increases but the stock
prices decreases at a specific day, we consider this situation as an abnormal situation.

3.2.4

Contextual Information Based on News Articles

In this section, we discuss our techniques for summarizing contextual evidence based
on news articles to help analysts determine whether abnormal financial market behaviors
are explainable or not. Anomaly detection algorithms as discussed in Section 3.2.3, can
detect many anomalies in the stock market ticker data. In order to understand, whether
these anomalies are relevant or not, analyst must look into the contextual evidence available through additional data sources. Understanding context is important because it would
enable analysts to decide whether they need to take any corrective actions or not. Depending on the nature of additional data sources utilized for understanding the context, finding
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such evidence could be a very challenging task because of the many factors at play that
contributed to the financial anomaly. In our system, we utilize news articles for contextual
evidence. Without any suitable summarization tool, analysts have to manually examine the
historical news articles surrounding a particular anomalyEven more complex are instances
where they have to look into multiple anomalies related to different stock tickers at a given
time. Our approach provides analytical tools that can extract and summarize key information from the news corpus instead of manually going through the entire collection. In our
case, we utilize sentiment analysis, topic modeling, and seasonal trend decomposition to
extract anomalous topics within the news corpus. The information is encoded in the form
of a News Events Timeline View, as shown in Figure 3.10. In the following sections, we
discuss these techniques in detail.

Sentiment Analysis of News Articles
We utilize the Sentigem API [75] to determine polarity (positive, negative, or neutral)
of the textual content to help us determine whether a certain number of positive or negative
stories impact the decision of a stock trader to sell or buy stocks in bulk. To determine
the polarity, we first filter news articles based on a set of financial sector specific keywords
in order to analyze the sentiment for a stock exchange sector. We then summarize the
sentiment analysis results by utilizing a color coded timeline along with a graph as shown
in Figure 3.10. The polarity results of the news articles are aggregated for each day, and
the cells in the graph are color coded to visually display the resulting polarity. We use the
green color to indicate positive, red for negative, and yellow for neutral polarities. The bar
graph below the News Events Timeline View represents the distribution of news articles
that are assigned a particular class of polarity.

Topic Modeling and STL
Sentiment analysis can enable analysts to correlate the financial data with the positive
or negative sentiments expressed in the news articles. However, such analysis alone often
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does not capture the entire context. Analysts need to look into summaries of the content to understand what major events or topics are discussed in news stories, and explore
whether they are linked to certain anomalies. To this end, we apply the topic modeling
using LDA [73] technique on news article collections to obtain a list of major topics discussed in the news articles. Since topics and events evolve over time, analysts may also
be interested in only those topics that are anomalous in nature and do not show any trend
or seasonality. These topics can also help explain and provide insights into the anomalies
detected from the stock market data. Accordingly, we apply the Seasonal-Trend decomposition based on Locally-weighted regression (STL) technique (as discussed in Section
3.2.3) on the LDA output. The time series utilized for this STL analysis is comprised of
daily counts of articles that contain each topic extracted through LDA. A z-score value that
is greater than 2 derived from the remainder component (R) (Section 3.2.3) is used to determine whether news articles contain anomalous topics. Results of these calculations are
visually encoded in the form of cells filled with dots below the sentiment analysis timeline
(Figure 3.10). We also aggregate the total number of anomalous topics for each day, and
visually encode them in the radius of the black dots inside each cell of the timeline. The
News Events Timeline View, along with the results from the sentiment analysis, can enable
analysts to explore correlations with anomalies found in the ticker data.
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4. DESIGNING SPATIAL TEXT-BASED VISUALIZATIONS
This chapter presents our framework for automatically building text-based spatial visualizations [82] in detail and also presents an example implementation of Typographic Maps.
We also explain how we merged Typographic Maps technique with spatial datasets to generate Thema-Typographic Maps.

4.1

Typographic Maps
Typographic maps are spatial visualizations where the graphical features making up the

visual representation consist only of text of different size, rotation, and graphical properties.
Each text object is arranged so that it conveys not only the semantics of the spatial data (i.e.,
the label), but also its shape. Thus, the visualization utilizes spatial position effectively by
placing the labels in the area they belong.
The technique can be used to spatialize text for any 2D graphic. Inspired by the Axis
Maps example, our focus is on geographic maps, but here we describe the automatic typographic maps technique in general terms.
More specifically, in the text below, we will discuss the abstract input data expected by
the technique as well as methods for spatializing text onto polylines and onto regions of
space. This discussion sets the stage for our implementation, presented later.

4.1.1

Data Model

The input data for typographic maps is an abstract 2D shape representation consisting
of graphical layers and objects. Each layer has a name and represents a particular class of
graphical object in the overall representation. For example, for a geographical map, layers
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Fig. 4.1. Typographic map for Chicago, IL built using our automatic visualization technique and geographical data from OpenStreetMap. Colors are
used to signify different entity types based on a palette used by Axis Maps in
commercially sold Typographic Maps. Source [82].

are entity types such as highway, ramp, street, city block, park, etc. All graphical objects
in the shape representation belong to exactly one layer.
As part of the spatialization process, the user is asked to assign visual attributes, such
as font size, color, and weight, to each layer to guide the output. For example, a highway
could be assigned a larger font with a black color, while a smaller city street would have a
smaller size and use a light gray so that it is not as visually prominent.
The graphical objects in the shape representation can typically be regarded either as 1D
paths (e.g., polylines) or 2D regions (e.g., filled polygons). Each graphical object also has
a label; for a geographic map, the label of a street would be its name. If a graphical object
lacks a label, we can use the name of the layer it belongs to as a label. This label will form
the text that will be drawn repeatedly in lieu of the graphical rendering of the path or the
region itself.
At this point in time, the user may want to define simple text transformation rules to
optimize the visual output. For example, because labels will need to be repeated for larger
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graphical objects, the user may want to specify a separator that will be interleaved with
multiple instances of the label. In addition, the whitespace character may be problematic
because it causes a visual discontinuity in the output, so the user may want to replace it with
something else like an asterisk or dash. Finally, for certain domains, it may make sense to
abbreviate or shorten the labels, such as writing “St” instead of “Street”, “Ave” instead of
“Avenue”, and “Blvd” instead of “Boulevard” for a city map.
Finally, all shape representations use a layer ordering which governs which layers
should be prioritized (i.e., on top of other layers) for spatial interference. In the example of geographical maps, an elevated highway in a city should clearly be prioritized over
the city streets crossing under it, or a street winding through a park should be rendered on
top of the graphical region representing the park.

4.1.2

Paths as Text

(a) Aligning a character to a path.

(b) Aligning (and repeating) a label to a path.

Fig. 4.2. Fitting text to a path. We use the path normal at each insertion point
for a character to derive its orientation. Source [82].

Rendering a path using text amounts to fitting the text to the path and repeating it for
the duration of the path’s length (Figure 4.2). Fitting a textual label, in turn, equates to
iteratively placing each graphical character of the label on the next position centered on the
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path and rotating the character to align with the path normal at that position (Figure 4.2(a)).
We choose not to warp the graphical character, but instead merely use a 2D rigid-body
rotation to maximize readability of the label. This avoids graphical artifacts arising from
paths with high curvature at the potential expense of suboptimal curve fit.
There are a number of additional points to consider in order to achieve the look of a
continuous path using fitted text. First of all, the width of the line will clearly now be
controlled by the font size—the larger the font, the thicker the line. This naturally places a
lower bound on how small a path can be drawn so that the label forming it is still legible.
Furthermore, to achieve a uniform width, it is often best to use uppercase versions of each
word to avoid the lowercase parts of a label taking less vertical space. Finally, as stipulated
above, we introduce a separating character for interleaving between repeated instances of
the label, and sometimes we may even want to introduce a special whitespace character to
avoid the visual discontinuities introduced by an empty space in a label.
As mentioned above, our typographic maps technique tracks layer priorities to manage
the correct order for overlapping layers, but we may need to do additional work to avoid
visual clutter in these situations. Such clutter arises, for example, when two paths intersect,
causing the situation shown in Figure 4.3(a). A simple solution is to add a white rectangle
as background (known in cartography as a mask [11]) behind each character as illustrated
in Figure 4.3(b). A more advanced solution would be to add a so-called halo [11] (or null
halo) behind the label; this is illustrated in Figure 4.3(c) (the use of halos for enhancing
depth perception is also prominent in illustrative visualizations in 3D [83–85]). Another
approach may be to use an outer stroke (i.e., an outline) in the background color (typically
white). All solutions have strengths and weaknesses—for example, halos are common in
some cartographic designs, but may introduce more clutter than the more regular appearance of masks. The Axis Map designs tend to use masks, presumably for this reason.
Finally, another important issue for maximizing the legibility of our labels is to consider
its orientation. Cartography has many guidelines for text orientation that we may consider,
such as [9, 11]. For example, text is obviously easiest to read when it runs from left to
right and right side up. For paths with mostly vertical components, [86] demonstrated that
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(a) Clutter from label overlap.

(b) Character mask (invisible).

(c) Character halo (invisible).

Fig. 4.3. Reducing clutter from label overlap by adding (b) white masks and (c)
halos to the background. Note that the dotted lines in (b) and (c) are added for
illustrative purposes, and are invisible in a real implementation. Source [82].

(a) Filling the region’s bounding box with oriented

(b) Clipping text using the region path.

text.

Fig. 4.4. Filling and clipping a region with text. Note that we use the same
orientation for the whole region, and we also introduce a single-character offset
for each line to mitigate character repetition effects across lines. Source [82].
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marquee placement of text was outperformed by rotated horizontal text and that reading
the rotated text from bottom to top or top to bottom had no impact. We employ rotated
horizontal text reading from bottom top. Our typographic maps technique tries to enforce
these orientation rules. In some cases, paths radically change orientation throughout their
existence; consider, for example, a beltway circling a city. This makes it difficult to find an
optimal orientation. For these situations, we split the path into segments depending on the
predominant direction and orient the text on a per-segment basis. The original Typographic
Maps are all manually designed, and it is interesting to see that not all roads are labeled
with consistent text orientation (compare “San Bruno Ave” and “James Lick Freeway” on
the right side Figure 4.7(a). Switching orientation, particularly for adjacent roads, may be a
way to better distinguish between roads and increase label readability. Adding such design
guidelines to the layout algorithm is left for future work, however.

4.1.3

Regions as Text

We render a region as text simply by filling the interior of the region with the text,
repeated as necessary (Figure 4.4). Because regions are two-dimensional areas, fitting the
text to the area needs a radically different approach than for paths. Our solution takes the
bounding box of the closed path representing the region and fills it with straight lines of the
textual label, repeated as necessary (Figure 4.4(a)). The lines all have the same orientation,
and an increasing character offset is used between adjacent lines to avoid unseemly visual
artifacts arising from the tiling of the label. Finally, as Figure 4.4(b) shows, we use the
closed path of the region itself as a clip path. However, in sticking with the text-as-shape
paradigm, we do not draw the border itself.
Issues may arise when rendering two regions adjacent to each other, in particular if
they share the same label. The best option in this case may be to use different visual
attributes—such as font weight, size, or color—between the adjacent regions, but this may
not always be an option (in particular if the regions belong to the same class, so they have
the same color). In these situations, we vary the orientation of the lines in the adjacent
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Fig. 4.5. Varying text orientation to distinguish between adjacent regions; useful if the regions have no other distinguishing graphical attributes. Source [82].

regions, causing a visual discontinuity between the regions that will be perceived as a
border (Figure 4.5). Additionally, regions could be segmented and transformed to text
using the algorithm presented by Maharik et al. [87].
An advanced rendering option that we have not yet explored is to use other paths than
straight lines inside each region. For example, in Typographic Maps [2], water areas typically use a wavy pattern, presumably to better communicate the region type. We foresee
extending this to other layer types or even for additional spatial data, such as conveying
contour lines on mountainous or hilly areas, prevailing currents in an ocean, or wind direction on a meteorological map.

4.2

Thema-Typographic Maps
Thematic maps are geographic maps where a geospatial variable is visually encoded

on the map [11], and have been used to visualize various demographical, political, and
economical data for various regions in the world. For example, John Snow used a thematic map to identify a contaminated pump during a cholera outbreak in London in 1854
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[40]. Examples of such maps include chloropleth maps [36] (coloring spatial aggregations), cartograms [12, 39] (distorting space and distance), and proportional symbol maps
[36] (scaling map symbols).

Fig. 4.6. Scaling individual characters on a path to convey a thematic variable
(such as traffic) in the underlying spatial dataset. Source [82].

We introduce the concept of thema-typographic maps based on our automatic typographic maps technique. The basic idea is simple: instead of merely repeating the same
textual label along a path or inside a region as described above, we use the font attributes—
typically size, but color or intensity is possible—on a per-character level to convey the
value of a statistical variable at each character’s spatial location. Because the mapping operates merely on font attributes and does not affect the characters themselves, the semantics
(i.e., the labels) of the typographic map is preserved. Figure 4.6 illustrates this simple concept for a path rendered using text; the idea is similar for regions. Note how the varying
character size creates the impression of a band that is wide at the edges and that shrinks in
thickness in the middle.
Because our thema-typographic map scale (or color) the elements of the map on a perelement level, we see many interesting applications for this technique, for instance, crime
data, demographics, political, and traffic data being overlaid on a geographical map.

4.3

Implementation
We have implemented the automatic typographic maps technique as a web service

called T YPO M AP that uses OpenStreetMap [88] as a geographic database. Given a map
query with the bounding box in longitude and latitude, our web service returns an SVG [89]
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file representing the typographic map of that region. This file can then be viewed in a modern web browser or vector editor, or printed and viewed off-line.

4.3.1

Data Source: OpenStreetMap

TypoMap uses the XAPI interface to perform read-only map queries to the OpenStreetMap (henceforth, OSM) web service. The return value for such map queries is an
XML file in the OSM data format that we proceed to parse and use to populate an internal
vector database.
OSM data is optimized for both rendering and routing, so the data is generally of high
quality and well-suited for rendering as a typographic map. However, the path data is often redundant and somewhat irregular. Our XML parser performs low-level cleaning and
filtering to ensure good results: bike trails and footpaths are omitted, and segments that are
smaller than can reasonably be represented on the typographic map (small water features
in particular) are also filtered. We then use a higher-level filter component where the resulting data is optimized for rendering as a typographic map based mostly on aesthetics;
this involves steps such as (a) connecting separate paths, which occurs in OSM when a
road changes name; (b) combining the divided lanes of a highway into the same path; and
(c) managing path priority, such as weaving paths or giving horizontal paths priority over
vertical.
OSM by default uses a slightly modified version of the spherical Mercator projection
(also known as the Google Mercator projection since it was first introduced by Google
Maps in 2005), and we adopt the same projection for mapping the longitude and latitude of
map features onto the flat canvas of our SVG file output.
Furthermore, all map elements in the OSM data format contain freeform but standardized tags on map features. We use a subset of these standardized tags as the layers in our
model with a predefined priority order as well as graphical attributes for font, color, and
size.
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4.3.2

Typographic Maps in SVG

Rendering typographic maps proceeds one layer at a time. Each layer in the data extracted from the data source has a specific font, color, and size (configurable upon invoking
the web service). We render the map simply by rendering each layer at a time, with the
lowest priority layer first (meaning that it will end up below all other layers).
Both paths (polylines) and regions (i.e., the polyline defining the region border) in the
TypoMap vector database are represented using the SVG <path> construct, defined once
in the SVG file but given an identifier so that it can be used multiple times. However,
depending on whether we are rendering a path or a region, we proceed differently:
• Paths: We first render the white background mask using a simple polyline with the
appropriate stroke thickness (depending on the size of the characters in the layer). We
then render the text using the <textPath> element, which wraps the specified text
along the path. Because the SVG default is to use the path as a baseline (i.e., the text
is placed on the line), we must offset the text 50% of its height so that it is centered
on the line instead.
• Regions: We first fill the region outline with white to mask out any background
features. We then set up clipping using the <clipPath> element with the region
outline as the argument. This causes any subsequent rendering to be masked against
the region outline. After that, we use the bounding box of the region to emit text
on evenly spaces lined at the same (Figure 4.4), randomly chosen, angle (a more
advanced implementation may choose to use map coloring to ensure that adjacent
regions get assigned one of four fixed orientations instead).
Our implementation uses Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) classes for the different map
layers, which allows the viewer to change the graphical appearance of the map, if not the
geometry itself. This is useful when conforming to the strict typography guidelines that
cartography stipulates on font family, weight, case, color, and intensity [10, 11].
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4.3.3

Thema-Typographic Maps in SVG

Rendering our thematic extension means slightly more complex SVG output. Since
we are resizing individual characters, we must internally keep track of where different
characters in a text fall in the 2D space of the map. This means that we must render the
text on the path ourselves since the SVG <textPath> command gives no way for the
designer to know where on the path individual characters will appear.
To achieve this, we use an internal low-fidelity renderer that, given a specific font and
size, steps through characters in the text being rendered and uses the letter width and spacing to calculate the exact 2D location on the path where the character will be placed. Using
this location, we look up the mapping variable in the spatial dataset and use its value to
scale the size of that character. Individual characters in a text object can be modified in this
way using the <tspan> element.
Our previous strategy of drawing a single white line on the path with the appropriate
stroke width as a mask will now fail since the mask will have to be of varying width to
accommodate the varying character size. Instead, our current implementation simply sets
the stroke width to be the average of the minimum and maximum font size for a path.
Unfortunately, this does result in some situations where there may be visual overlap. A
better solution that we plan to implement in the future is to generate a white closed polygon
as a mask using the envelope of the character bounding boxes along the path.

4.3.4

Implementation and Performance

TypoMap is implemented in C# and uses only the standard Microsoft .NET libraries.
The core component is a collection of 2D vector shapes that is used as the internal geometric
representation of the map to render. This also allows us to fully modularize the input and
output components: The OSM XML input parser creates the vector representation, and
the SVG renderer uses the vector representation for output. We are able to accommodate
different input or output formats simply by exchanging these software modules.
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Rendering performance is on the order of 2-3 seconds (not counting network transfer
time) even for large bounding boxes (the OSM XAPI allows for retrieving regions up to
100 square degrees). Generating a typographic cartogram takes on the order of 10 seconds
because of the need to internally render the characters on the paths, but performance is still
easily within acceptable parameters for a web service.

4.4

Results
Figure 4.7 shows a side-by-side comparison between a Typographic Map for San Fran-

cisco provided by Axis Maps, and our automatically generated typographic map for the
same region. Since we only have access to a rasterized version of the original, we have
rendered our SVG file as a raster image for comparison. We have also chosen font faces,
colors, and sizes to be similar to those in the original.

(a) Original Typographic Map of San Francisco, CA. (b) Automatic typographic map of San Francisco,
CA.

Fig. 4.7. Comparison between a manually created Typographic Map (left) and
an automatic typographic map (right) of the same area of downtown San Francisco. The automatic one was generated as SVG in less than one second and
then rendered to a same-resolution bitmap for faithful comparison. The original Typographic Map on the left is used with permission from Axis Maps.
Source [82].
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Comparing the two maps side-by-side like this, it is clear that there are differences in
their appearance. In particular, the mapmakers who created the original Typographic Map
have generalized the map in some places to better convey the spatial features, for example,
small roads running parallel to a highway have often been manually removed, whereas our
automatic typographic map makes no such distinction. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that the original Typographic Map on the left was created by a mapmaker working fulltime for two weeks, whereas our automatically generated version on the right required
only 2-3 seconds to generate. Since our web service generates standardized SVG that
could be imported directly into the Adobe Illustrator tool the Axis Maps designers employ,
perhaps one use of our technique is as an initial rough rendition of a Typographic Map that
a mapmaker can use as a starting point for further refinement.
Finally, Figure 4.8 shows a large-scale typographic map of the downtown area of Seattle,WA where the surrounding Puget Sound and Lake Washington have been polygon-filled
with their names. Figure 4.9 shows an inset around the conference hotel for VisWeek 2012.
This map required on the order of 5 seconds to generate.
In creating these images, a number of the generation issues are due to topology issues
associated with the OpenStreetMap data. Roads may start and stop and can be renamed or
reclassified from node to node. These issues can result in poor textual overlays for streets.
Our future work will look at ways of intelligently merging such problematic typology regions in order to produce more stylistic results. Also, depending on the length of the line
segment and the length of the label, some map features may not be able to be labeled with
the full name. Along with the labeling issue, such small streets can often cause clutter
within the image. Future work will explore means of removing small line segments for
clutter reduction as well as prioritizing smaller streets so that if overlap occurs, the algorithm will first ensure that at least one iteration of the street name is visible.
We sent the example images of our automatic typographic map technique to Axis Maps
asking for their feedback. The representatives from Axis Maps thought the results were
“fantastic” and “very impressive’, especially for the depth sorting of the streets and the type
casing our technique does. The person did point out two weaknesses: (1) that additional
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Fig. 4.8. Automatic typographic map of the downtown area around the
VisWeek 2012 hotel in Seattle, WA. This image was generated using our TypoMap web service in less than 1 second based on OpenStreetMap data. The
SVG can be viewed (and printed) using a modern web browser. Source [82].

Fig. 4.9. Detailed area around the VisWeek 2012 hotel in Seattle, WA.
Source [82].

and more aggressive road generalization is needed, and (2) that the polygon fills should be
oriented at 45◦ to set them off from the street grid. We have since addressed both of these
comments: our path generalizer can be fine-tuned to control the amount of generalization,
and text in the polygon fills can be rotated in any orientation.
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4.5

Design Implications: Drawing With Text
While we have focused on geographic maps, the general concept of drawing with

text can be applied to virtually any spatial representation. As evidenced by our literature review, combining text and shape has already been explored both within the academic
community—such as in the extended graph labels by Wong et al. [21]—as well as within
the art, infographic, and design communities—such as in Roscover’s word cloud portraits
[23, 24]. Our emphasis here is on how to automatically replicate the methodology and design aesthetic of human mapmakers, but it is worthwhile to consider the utility of drawing
with text in a broader context.
Visual representations consisting entirely of text are visually interesting and may contain more information than the corresponding representation consisting only of paths and
filled regions. As we have seen in our work, this allows us to convey not just the spatial
extents of a visual feature, but also something about the semantics of that feature. There
is something profoundly compelling about such a visual representation, and it approaches
what we would like to call visual asceticism or visual minimalism.
Of course, by the same token, as data density goes up, so does the visual complexity. A complex visual representation can be difficult to understand and may impose a high
cognitive load on the viewer. Therefore, a graphic consisting entirely of text may be counterproductive for situations when the user needs to make quick and accurate decisions.
Consider a police officer trying to find the location of a call on an electronic map—the officer’s performance may be degraded with a typographic map due to the extra distractions
of all streets being drawn as text. On the other hand, here is an opportunity for our typographic maps technique: because our approach is automated, we can seamlessly switch
between typographic and standard 2D vector graphics. Continuing our example with the
police officer, we may choose to—for lack of a better word—textualize the street around
the location of the call, but draw all other streets as vector graphics. The resulting map
is preattentively distinct and may even be construed as being less visually complex than
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drawing both street and street label. Clearly the lesson here is that drawing with text is a
powerful yet potentially confounding method, and should be used with caution.
The above example also touches upon another issue that we have not yet discussed:
how do you interact with a spatialized text visualization? Because our typographic map
technique produces SVG files as output, standard navigation operations such as panning
and zooming are easy to perform. Furthermore, since the wrapped labels remain text in
the SVG document, it is even possible to select and copy portions of the streets or regions
on the map. However, additional and more complex interactions are certainly possible,
even if we have not explicitly studied them. Examples include searching for entities on the
map, highlighting spatial features (perhaps as a result of searching), or switching between
drawing with standard vector graphics and with text inside a magic lens [90]. And what
about embedding driving directions to a particular destination in the graphical path to the
destination on top of the map itself?
The design space of drawing with text goes beyond interaction. Color is one dimension
that we merely use to distinguish between different categories of features (similar to the
Typographic Maps of Axis Maps), but there exist many other possibilities as well. For
example, we discuss mapping the thematic variable for our thema-typographic maps onto
a color scale for characters instead of their size. Another design dimension is supporting
different languages and even character sets when drawing with text in general, and for our
typographic maps technique in particular. Maps are clearly relevant for a global audience,
but we have yet to study how to support this for our technique.
This is also the place to discuss an oft-overlooked aspect of visualization that the concept of drawing with text exhibits: aesthetics with regards to beautiful imagery [91, 92].
As evidenced by the mainstream success of text visualizations such as tag clouds [25, 26],
Wordle [27], and TagMaps [93], the notion of visualizing textual data seems to be inherently compelling to a general audience. Taking the step to use the text itself to represent
graphical features has garnered even more attention [1]: Roscover’s word cloud portrait of
President Obama made the cover of Time magazine, and Axis Maps’ Typographic Maps [2]
are in high demand and are sold commercially on the company’s website. Vande Moere and
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Purchase [92] argue for adopting commercial and artistic design practice to information visualization, and we think that the concept of drawing with text is an excellent compromise
between these principles of aesthetics and the core need to accurately convey information
using graphics.
Of course, aesthetically appealing imagery is just one side of the coin; for a text-based
visualization such as ours to be useful, it has to be accurate as well as readable. While
our technique at its core is designed for accuracy (unlike techniques such as the digital
micrograms of Maharik et al. [87], which first and foremost prioritize a visually appealing
appearance), there are still several aspects in which it could be improved. For example, we
think there is still work to be done for our algorithm in improving readability by delimiting
labels, as well as reducing visual clutter in geographically dense areas. Furthermore, when
rendering small regions and paths, it is clearly important that at least one complete label
is visible in the textualized representation. Alternatively, if the region or path is too small
to fit even one complete label, perhaps the geographical feature should be omitted entirely,
or shown using an iconified representation—a little like semantic zooming for typographic
maps. Adding such advanced importance-based rendering and filtering functionality is left
for future work.
At the same time, cartographic labeling often deliberately uses imprecise labeling to
indicate the fluid nature of geographic features; for example, labeling a mountain range
does not necessarily commit to a specific extents or precise location for the range. This
approach is very much in line with what has been called Tobler’s first law of geography
[94]—“everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant
things”—and we look forward to seeing how these ideas can be extended in the future given
this new take on making the labels the actual map.

4.6

Conclusions
We have presented an automatic algorithm for generating typographic maps–geographic

maps consisting entirely of text as the only graphical features–using the OpenStreetMap
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web service, allowing us to generate SVG renditions of any region on the globe within a
matter of seconds. Using this framework, we have shown how to use our algorithm for
creating thema-typographic maps, where the size of the text on the map can also be scaled
based on spatial data features such as crime, demographics, or traffic information. We have
also presented several examples that showcase the utility of this technique.
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5. DESIGNING TEMPORAL TEXT-BASED VISUALIZATIONS
This chapter extends the text-based visualization presented in the previous chapters to a
novel text-based framework and method for automatic visualization of temporal data. It
also describes an example implementation: the text-based TextRiver visualization.

Fig. 5.1. Text-based TextRiver visualization. Here the visualization is showing
major topics in news stories dataset. News stories are classified into four major
categories.

5.1

Text-based TextRiver
Text-based TextRiver is a temporal visualization where the graphical features that make

up this visual representation consists entirely of text (Figure 5.1) (unlike traditional ThemeRiver visualization (Figure 5.2)). As described previously, text has many parameters
that determine its final appearance, including different sizes, rotation, and graphical prop-
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Fig. 5.2. Topic Streams [51] (a variation of ThemeRiver visualization) showing
topical development related to an event in Twitter posts. Taken from [51]

erties (font family, style/properties, etc.). In generating the TextRiver, the arrangement of
each textual symbol not only contributes to constructing the overall graphical shape of the
TextRiver, but it also conveys the semantics of the underlying temporal data (i.e., the actual
textual label). The temporal position is recorded by placing the textual labels where they
actually belong in time. The technique and guidelines presented below to build TextRivers
can be utilized to generate similar text-based visual representations for temporal datasets
where a designer intends to use only text to cleanly and clearly visualize the data. In more
general terms, extensions of the work presented here can utilize any symbol (including
textual symbols) to generate symbol based visualizations. However, one major advantage
of using text is conveying information using textual labels in addition to just capturing the
shape.
We start by discussing the data input expected by our technique as well as details about
our method to spatialize text such that it captures not only the shape of the visualization but
correctly encodes temporal datasets.

5.2

Data Model
Input data for a TextRiver consists of the thematic strength variations over time for in-

dividual themes. These thematics strengths are encoded in the width of each theme of a
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TextRiver (Figure 5.3). Text that is utilized in the creation of a TextRiver can be derived
from any text source (e.g. news stories or social media data) by using Topic Modeling
techniques (e.g., LDA [73]), or any similar technique that can generate a set of topics and
time-varying weights. In order to select text for placement at different spatial positions in
a TextRiver, our technique queries a data structure that maps time to topics and their associated weights. This data structure is shown in Figure 5.4D along with the overall mapping
process. This data structure resides in web browser memory where the visualization is
loaded, and the data is populated from the server side. The topics and associated weights
are pre-classified based on some criteria so they can be mapped to individual themes during
the topic query process.

Fig. 5.3. Thematic strength encoding of each theme in a TextRiver

There is a mapping between temporal data objects (e.g. topic weights) and text attributes (e.g. font size, weight, and opacity) to guide the output. This mapping can also
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Fig. 5.4. Mapping between temporal data and text attributes

be customized by the user based on the temporal data properties. (Figure 5.4) shows these
mappings along with the overall topic querying process. Besides these mappings, there is
a configurable style sheet that defines settings like font family, colors for themes, and other
styling options.
In order to ensure that the individual text labels are distinguishable and easily identifiable, a separator character is inserted between consecutive textual labels. This character
is also configurable. Although adjacent textual labels can have different scaling and text
properties due to variations in topic weights at different temporal values, that can also help
distinguish between neighboring topics, but this information is not known in advance and
depends on the input temporal data. Figure 5.5 shows an example with (left image) or
without (right image) a separator character. If the neighboring topics have variation in text
properties (e.g. font size or orientation) then it becomes easier to identify the separation
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between two topics as in the case of topics ‘liverpool’ and ‘support’ in the example. However, in absence of such variations, inserting a special character makes it easier to identify
topic boundaries.

Fig. 5.5. (Left) Topics separated by a separator character. (Right) No separator
character used.

If additional variables are encoded using a TextRiver besides topics (e.g. sentiment
analysis, unusual topics using STL [95] then additional mappings can also be defined. For
example, if opacity is used to encode sentiment analysis results then mapping between
opacity and sentiment analysis values has to be defined.

5.3

Internal Structure of a text-based TextRiver
A TextRiver visualization consists of multiple themes. The process of building a text-

based TextRiver starts by placing the first theme in the middle which has the strongest
overall thematic strength and possibly longest duration. Figure 5.12 (top) shows this process of placing themes in the TextRiver. After placing the first theme, remaining themes are
added one by one, above and below this initial theme added to the TextRiver as shown in
Figure 5.12 (bottom). Internal structure of each theme is built incrementally by repeatedly
placing textual labels inside each theme until there is no space left to place more textual labels. Besides filling the space, another challenging issue is to accurately capture the shape
of individual themes. Failure to meet either one of these two design goals results in an inac-
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curate TextRiver visualization that has either lots of empty holes in its visual representation
or it is difficult to understand with many legibility issues. Our technique incrementally
generates visualization that can meet these design goals as shown in the figure (Figure 5.6).
One of the fundamental operations utilized in generating the TextRiver is the placement of
text along a path where each character of text aligns to a given path using path normal to
derive its orientation (Figure 4.2). The visibility of underlying path line is set to zero so
that only characters are visible giving an impression that path is rendered using only text.
There are some additional points to consider while rendering path using text. We have to
put a lower bound on the size of font because the width of the line is now controlled by the
font size. This lower bound will also ensure legibility of topics placed in each TextRiver.
Since we have used scalable vector graphics (SVG) [96] in generating such visualization,
rendering quality is not affected by using extremely small font sizes.
The complete process to generate a TextRiver is shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7 & 5.8. As
shown in the figure, text placement in each theme begins from the middle path which is
calculated based on the boundary paths of each theme. The boundary paths are initially
calculated based on the thematic strength of each theme. This thematic strength could
represent any quantity calculated from the text dataset. For example, in the case of news
stories dataset, this quantity can represent the number of news articles that belong to a
particular news category. Initializing text placement process from the middle path of a
theme serves many purposes. First, It provides enough space for the placement of highest
weighted topics as these topics are most important and they should appear in a TextRiver.
Secondly, it sets the stage for an incremental algorithm for spatializing textual labels inside
each theme of a TextRiver. Generation of underlying path lines (Figure 4.2) requires precise
geometry calculations and font metrics for the selected font family as shown in Figure 5.9
. In the first step of this algorithm, the middle path of each theme is calculated based on
the outer boundary paths. In order to ensure that we have enough space for placement of
legible labels, a lower bound on the scale along the y-axis of a TextRiver is defined.
In order to place text on this middle path, the topic and weight data structure (see
Figure 5.4) is queried for a given time value. A returned topic is then placed on the middle
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path using the font size that is mapped to the topic weight. The temporal value mapped to
the end-point of this textual label is used to place the next topic on the middle path, and
this process continues until all labels are placed on the middle path in the given temporal
range.
Once the middle path is filled with topics, then the text placement algorithm attempts
to find the position and space to place additional topics above and below the middle path.
Font metrics enable us to calculate precise length of the displacement vector needed that
originates from the top left corner of the characters on previous text paths and points towards the location where new character has to be placed. Details of this calculation are
shown in the Figure 5.7(Right).
Additionally, it has to be ensured that there is enough space available to place the next
label within the leftover space in the stream. This also requires calculating the distance
between the previous path line and top or bottom boundary of the TextRiver stream. Based
on this available space and upper bound on the font size, target font size is calculated for
the textual label, that is going to be placed. Then the look-up table is referred that defines
the mapping between font sizes and weights of the topics to get the target topic weight.
This target weight is then used to select an associated topic to be placed on the target path
line. One additional criterion for selecting a topic associated with the given weight is the
availability of horizontal space. Selection of topic also depends on whether it could fit in
available horizontal space or not. If none of the topics could fit, then topics with lower
weights are evaluated. Figure 5.7 (Left) demonstrates this process. The algorithm repeats
these steps (Figure 5.8) until the entire stream is filled with path lines and corresponding
topics.
There is a book-keeping data structure that keeps a record of all topics added to each
stream. One side effect of this approach of placing textual labels is that the highest weighted
topics are always in the middle portion of each stream.
Even though the differences in the font sizes and weights can make the neighboring
textual labels in a TextRiver distinguishable, there is no guarantee that neighboring topics
wont have the same weights, thus, having the same font size. In order to make topics dis-
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Fig. 5.6. Calculations to ensure whether individual characters and entire word
can fit in available space. (Left) Enough space available to place the first character and entire word. (Right) Enough space available for placing the first
character but the entire word cannot fit.

Fig. 5.7. (Left) Another word with lower weight fits in the available space.
(Right) Calculations to place another word above previously placed word.

tinguishable, a separator character is inserted between neighboring topics. This separator
character is also configurable by the user.
Since this visual representation consists completely of text, the outer boundary of the
theme can be uneven and it can be difficult for users to differentiate between the neighboring theme boundaries. In order to solve this issue, we define the outer boundary of
each theme by placing text labels representing topics with minimum weights. This design
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Fig. 5.8. Placement of multiple topics with varying weights in a TextRiver.
Available leftover space is calculated before placing each topic and ensuring
whether entire topic fits in available space or not. This leftover space decides
the maximum font size that can fit in available space, and that in return determines the topic weight.

Fig. 5.9. Font Metrics
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provides another opportunity to encode temporal data while correctly capturing the outer
boundary of each theme in a TextRiver. Figure 5.10 shows an example of this representation. In one of the case studies discussed later, this outer boundary text is color-coded to
represent the sentiment analysis information derived from the text corpus from documents
contained within a unit time range. Depending on the application scenarios, we can encode
other types of information in the boundary of themes using this representation.

Fig. 5.10. Text based boundary for a TextRiver theme

5.4

Encoding Additional Variables in TextRiver
One of the major advantages of using text-based visualizations is the ability to visu-

ally encode multiple variables using properties of text. In TextRiver, besides encoding the
importance of topics using the word size we can encode additional variables available in
temporal datasets like sentiment analysis. Figure 5.11 shows an example of such visual encoding. In example shown in the figure, we have encoded positive and negative sentiments
calculated from news stories dataset by modifying the opacity of boundary text of each
theme. A higher opacity of the boundary text (within each temporal unit) means the news
stories in the underlying dataset have overall positive sentiment associated with them in this
given time range. The sentiment analysis information is calculated for each bin (temporal
unit) and then the boundary text opacity is set accordingly in this temporal range. By looking at the boundary of each theme, a user can identify sections of theme having positive or
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negative sentiments and then identify related topics corresponding to those sections. This
example shows the potential of TextRiver to encode multiple variables of temporal datasets
using properties of text.

Fig. 5.11. Additional variables are encoded using text opacity of the boundary
text of each theme. Sentiment Analysis information is used as an additional
variable in this visualization.

5.5

Implementation and Performance
We have implemented TextRiver as JavaScript library that generates output in the form

of SVG [96]. SVG is supported in all the modern browsers and the output could easily be
embedded as SVG graphics and integrated with other visualizations. Input data is loaded
from a web service that returns topics data, associated weights, the category of topics derived from text corpus along with other information (e.g., sentiment analysis and unusual
topics) that needs to be encoded through a TextRiver. In order to reduce computational
delays in the extraction of topics and other derived data, this information is pre-computed
on the server side using MALLET [97], Sentigem API [75], and other custom APIs. This
design makes it suitable for scaling the server side components based on client load. In
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the current implementation, individual themes are built sequentially one by one. Once the
boundary of each theme is calculated as shown in the Figure 5.12, internal construction of
each theme can be parallelized to improve the performance. Rendering performance of a
TextRiver is on the order of 1-2 seconds (including the computational time for constructing
the internal structure of a TextRiver and not counting the data transfer time through web
service) for a TextRiver consisting of 5-6 themes for almost 30 temporal units. The performance makes it suitable for embedding this visualization in interactive visual analytics
applications.

5.6

Design Implications
In this chapter, our focus is on visualization of temporal data using TextRiver, and how

we can encode multiple types of information available through temporal datasets, and how
to automate the generation of such text-based visual representations. However, techniques
presented in this chapter can be applied more broadly to represent graphical features of any
shape using only text. This changes the scenario where text usually plays a supporting role
by annotating or labeling visualizations to one of being the central part of the visualization.
One of the pre-requisites of text-based visualizations is the availability of sufficient
textual content to be utilized in representing the graphical features of these visualization.
The presence of too much text can increase the visual complexity of this visualization.
Selection of font sizes, font family, and styles can have a huge impact on the resultant
visualization.
Another issue with text-based visualizations is that long words can get more visual emphasis as compared to short words even though both may have the same weight associated
with them. In such cases, a more accurate measure that can estimate visual emphasis is
the ink usage by words or the total area of the entire word. We can then map quantities
to these measures (ink usage/area) and adjust the font size or other properties to give same
visual emphasis to words of different length. In our current implementation, we attempt to
encode the quantities in the area of the word using Stevens’ Power Law [98]. Some words
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can exceed the width of each temporal bin and can flow over to the neighboring bins causing a perceptual bias that the corresponding word belongs to two temporal bins. In order to
address this issue, characters exceeding the width of a temporal bin are truncated as shown
in Figure 5.1 (e.g., migran, palestin, and violenc). There are some alternative methods like
applying an additional constraint in the mapping between the quantity and the area of the
word ensuring that the resulting word length stays within the temporal bounds of each bin.
This type of adjustment can potentially reduce the size of all words if there exists a lengthy
word in the topics list to be placed inside a TextRiver. These extensions are planned in our
future work as discussion in section 8.
The accuracy of measurement or relative comparison is another aspect that must be
considered since it can be hard to compare font sizes. In cases where accurate measurement
or value is required, then text-based visualizations should be used with caution.

5.7

User Evaluation
In order to evaluate the design of a TextRiver and its success in encoding temporal

data, we performed an informal user study with 15 participants. These participants have
different backgrounds. These participants include graduate students, software industry professionals, and people from a non-computer science background. These participants were
presented with a web-based study where they were presented with different TextRiver visualizations. We evaluated three different types of TextRiver visualization having different
number of themes. We utilized news stories dataset to build these TextRiver visualizations.
Topics were extracted from this dataset using LDA [73] and we used Sentigem [75] API
for sentiment analysis. The user study consisted of two training sections with instructions
and training tasks, and a set of 15 questions related to actual study tasks. We measured
accuracy and time of completion of each task. The study was expected to take 15-20 minutes for each user to complete. At the end of the study, each user completed a feedback
survey. Based on TextRiver visualizations, participants were asked to complete tasks that
were centered on following questions:
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• Identifying major topics in different streams of a TextRiver
• Identifying emerging and fading topics within streams
• Changes in the strength and duration of streams
• Identification of trends and patterns in a TextRiver
• Encoding additional variables of temporal dataset

Table 5.1.
User study results for TextRiver visualization. Tasks were divided into five
major categories as shown in the table below.
Tasks Category

Accuracy (%)

Avg Time (s)

Topics Identification

87

63.3

Stream’s Strength / Duration

81.5

52.3

Trends/Patterns

78

85.07

Emerging/Fading Topics

78

82.8

Encoding Sentiment Analysis

64

107.3

Table 5.1 shows the results of the user study. We measured accuracy and time of completion of each task. We encoded sentiment analysis by modifying opacity of the boundary
of TextRiver. Sentiment analysis results show lower accuracy and longer time to complete
as compared to other tasks. We looked into participant feedback to get insights about this
lower accuracy and longer time. Participant feedback suggests that adding vertical lines (or
other visual guides) in the visualization to help locate the range of positive and negative
sentiments on the boundary path of each theme. Sentiment analysis tasks were focused
on locating topics for given time and sentiment information. These visual indications can
help complete these tasks quickly and more accurately. Alternatively, sentiment analysis information can be color coded using font color instead of using opacity for encoding
this information. Some participants mentioned in the feedback about difficulty in reading
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boundary topics due to low opacity. Another user suggested using background strips that
align with the temporal boundary range of encoded sentiments for each theme. Most of
the users found the visualization very interesting and liked the idea of using only text to
generate a visual representation.
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Fig. 5.12. Constructing a TextRiver. (Top) Construction of TextRiver starts by
placing a first theme in the middle. (Bottom) Other themes are added above and
below the previously added theme and this process continues until all themes
are placed in the TextRiver.
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6. APPLICATION SCENARIOS OF SPATIAL, TEMPORAL, AND
TEXT-BASED SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL VISUALIZATIONS
In this chapter, we provide case studies relevant to different components of our visual analytics framework for decision support environments. First set of case studies demonstrate
an application scenario related to geospatial visualizations for epidemic spread models
(sub-framework for visualizing spatial data). The second set of case studies demonstrate
the usage of sub-framework for visualizing temporal data through examples of anomaly
exploration in financial time series datasets. The third set of case studies demonstrate textbased spatial visualizations (thema-typographic maps). The fourth set of case studies are
relevant to text-based temporal visualizations (text-based TextRiver).

6.1

Geospatial Visualizations in Epidemic Modeling
In order to demonstrate our framework related to geospatial visualizations, we present

two use case studies for two unique epidemiological spread models. Both models were
adapted into the epidemic spread simulation component and minor changes to the user
interface spatiotemporal model view were added to allow for the appropriate mitigative
response measures.

6.1.1

Pandemic Influenza

Our first epidemiological spread model utilizes a Gaussian mixture model that simulates the spread of a pandemic influenza across the United States starting from a user defined point source location and incorporating airport traffic models [99]. The model makes
use of a person-to-person contact model spread with a constant rate of diffusion in order
to simulate a spatiotemporal outbreak. The model was designed to determine the number
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of influenza outbreak infections, hospitalizations, and deaths on a daily basis. As input, it
requires the pandemic influenza characteristics, county data including population, demographics, and hospital beds, and decision measure anticipated impact. Spread vectors based
on the point of origin and distance traveled per day are calculated, and effects on different
age groups and population densities are taken into account.
Default parameters to our model are based on information from the U.S. National
Strategic Plan [100]. In this plan, states are charged with the task of preparing for a pandemic influenza wave under the prediction that up to 35% of the population could be infected, 50% of the infected population will seek medical care, 20% of those seeking care
will require hospitalization, and up to 2% of the infected population will die. These numbers are based on rates from the 1918 influenza pandemic [101, 102].

Mitigative Response Measures
Within our modeling tool, users are able to choose from three different global decision
measures: (1) school closures; (2) media alerts; and (3) strategic national stockpile deployment (SNS). These decision measures were decided on based on requirements from the
Indiana State Department of Health in order to best accommodate their training exercises.
The choice of these decision measures is also influenced by previous work. Historical
records of past pandemics illustrate the efficacy of social distancing with regards to lessening the impact of a pandemic. Furthermore, other researchers have noted the expected
reduction of influenza transmission based on school closures or quarantines, and the effects
of containing pandemic influenza through the use of antiviral agents and stockpiles have
been well documented. Detailed descriptions of the effects of various decision measure
strategies can also be found in [103] and [104], along with others.
Figure 3.4 shows how a user can simply toggle on and off decision points within the
model view display to see their effects on the pandemic impact. Figure 3.4 (Left) shows
the model on Day 36 with no decision measures employed. Using the controls on the lower
left portion of the screen, the analyst chooses to deploy the SNS antivirals on day 3. The
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Fig. 6.1. Pandemic Influenza Case Study. Here the user has introduced a variety of different decision measures at various points in time and in different
combinatorial order. We explore the resultant simulation spaces in the geographical space with the maps surrounding the central image. Each map corresponds to a different decision tree branch as denoted by the corresponding
label Source [60].

control widget shown in Figure 3.4 (Right) allows the user to set the day of the simulation
on which the decision measure was enacted, the number of days it will take the decision
measure to reach full effect, and the impact the decision measure is expected to have in
reducing the infection. In the graphs of Figure 3.4 (Right), the user can immediately see
how the use of the (SNS) has helped mitigate the magnitude of the pandemic.These graphs
represent the number of sick cases, people who need hospitalization and number of deaths
for selected counties in the spatiotemporal view. Through these controls, the user can
interactively toggle decision points on and off and explore the effects that decisions taking
place in the past would have on the current situation. Interactive toggling allows the user
to understand the magnitude of the change by watching both the graphs and map display
colors change for a given day as decision measures are implemented.
In this model, all decision points are designed to mitigate the spread, and each decision
measure may only be deployed once. As such, the decision history view will show that all
paths improve the outcome when compared to the base scenario. We use this example to
demonstrate features of our tool and show that it is adaptable to multiple models.
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Model Exploration
In this example, the user has created four different paths for exploration as shown in
Figure 6.1. We have included a variety of decision measures along each path, including
combinations of all three mitigative response. The maps surrounding the decision tree
structure in Figure 6.1 represent day 45 of the simulation with respect to a given decision
path as indicated by the labels. The decision measures and the times at which they are
implemented are provided in Table 6.1. Note that each decision made in the table generates
a branch; however, in order to evaluate the total path, we have collapsed the intermediate
paths. In this manner, we only show the decision path resulting from the combination of
the decisions shown in Table 6.1.
Here, the user can quickly see that Path D1 of Figure 6.1 is the optimal choice in
terms of mitigating the outbreak based on the available decision metrics. It is clear that the
earlier a decision is made, the more impact it can have on reducing the spread. As each
decision point only has a positive effect on the disease reduction, the exploration task in
this simulation is relatively trivial. However, this example is included to illustrate that this
tool is easily adaptable to multiple models.

6.1.2

Rift Valley Fever (RVF)

Our second epidemiological spread model utilizes a differential equation model that
simulates the spread of RVF through a simulated mosquito and cattle population in Texas
[105]. As input, it requires the underlying county populations of both the cattle and two
types of mosquitoes (Aedes and Culex) in the area. The differential equation model then
accounts for the transmission of the disease both through mosquito to cattle infections and
cattle to cattle infections. Mosquito larvae are also considered in this model as a means
of the disease being prevalent at the mosquitoes’ birth. Lives lost/saved in this case are
referring to the underlying cattle population. Note the simulation stops at the state border.
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Table 6.1.
Summary of decision paths generated for the pandemic influenza simulation.
Each entry represents the day a type of decision was employed in the path.
Decision Path School Closure Media SNS
D1

6

25

2

D2

12

25

16

D3

40

35

20

D4

35

45

30

Table 6.2.
Summary of decision paths generated for the Rift Valley fever simulation. Each
entry represents the day (or days) a type of decision was employed in the path.
Pesticide Aedes Pesticide Culex Quarantine
A

110,262

262

-

B

143

143,263

85
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Fig. 6.2. Here we illustrate the effects of utilizing decision measures within the
confines of the Rift Valley fever simulation. In the left image, the analyst has
employed both the use of quarantine and pesticide spray to try and reduce the
disease spread. However, as infected mosquito eggs have already propagated to
neighboring counties, they find that the decision measures taken have less impact then expected. The spread of the disease after the application of pesticides
and quarantine is seen in the middle and right figures. The graphs in the right
panel represent the population of livestock and population of Aedes & Culex
mosquito types for selected counties within the spatiotemporal view. Selected
counties are highlighted by drawing bold black boundaries Source [60].

Mitigative Response Measures
Within our modeling tool, users are able to choose from two different local decision
measures: (1) pesticides; and (2) quarantine. Users are able to interactively apply a quarantine or pesticide spray to any individual county or multiple counties at once during the
simulation. This is done by mouse clicking on counties and then selecting to spray or enforce a quarantine on those counties. Analysts can combine Aedes and Culex pesticides for
a combined spray. This is represented by a legend item(‘Both Pesticides’) in Figure 6.3.
Our system can easily be modified to allow additional combinations without any performance penalty. In the case of multiple simultaneous decision measures, the parameters
associated with the combined mitigative response measures will be updated and passed to
the model simulator that will recalculate the simulation results.

Pesticides:
In order to apply pesticides, an analyst selects the set of geographical regions for this op-
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eration and also the type of pesticide to kill a particular type of mosquito species or both.
Figure 6.2 shows that after applying the pesticides even if all the mosquito population is
killed along with the eggs, mosquitoes from neighboring counties may still migrate to the
area. A portion of this migration is caused by the transfer of livestock from the neighboring
regions or existing infected livestock may infect new uninfected mosquitoes. Analyst can
try different combination of regions for pesticides and based on the simulated spread results
and analyze which combination may work best within a given scenario.

Quarantine:
The second mitigative measure supported is the quarantine operation. In this operation, a
user selects a set of geographical regions (as seen in Figure 6.2) which will no longer allow
transport of cattle into or out of the region. Quarantine results in setting the travel rates for
the livestock across selected regions to zero; however, mosquito travel is still unrestricted.

Model Exploration
In this model, the space of possible mitigative responses is limitless since the user
can select any subset of geographical regions for pesticides or quarantine and the order/frequency of these mitigative responses may also vary. With 254 counties in Texas,
the user can choose from a variety of decision measures. As previously stated, the goal of
this tool is not necessarily to find the optimal solution; instead, the goal is to allow users to
play out various scenarios based on their underlying knowledge of the resources available.
Such a tool can then potentially alert decision makers to shortcomings in their plans or
resources.
In this example, the user has created two main paths for exploration as shown in Figure 6.3. The decision measures and times at which they are implemented are provided in
Table 6.2. The maps surrounding the decision tree structure Figure 6.3 represent the days
in which responses were taken and the highlighted counties are those in which a response
was implemented. Note that at no point during the exploration do the simulation parame-
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ters change. The only things that can impact the result of the simulation are the mitigative
responses.

Fig. 6.3. Rift Valley fever Case Study. Here the user has introduced a variety of different decision measures at various points in time and in different
combinatorial order. We explore the resultant simulation spaces in the geographical space with the maps surrounding the central image. Each map corresponds to a different decision tree branch as denoted by the corresponding
label Source [60].

In the initial exploration, the goal was to explore the effects of not using a quarantine.
Depending on the time of year the outbreak may occur, a quarantine could have significant
impacts on beef sales. Thus, decision makers may wish to only spray for mosquitoes near
those affected counties in an attempt to prevent the spread. The first decision in path A,
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is thus to spray. However, a pesticide that is only effective against one type of mosquito
(Culex) was used, representing a deficiency in local supplies. Path A initially saved some
lives but ended up slightly below the horizontal axis.
After seeing that Path A appears to have a mostly positive effect (with regards to reducing the disease impact on the cattle population), the user then decides to spray for
mosquitoes at the apex of the current Path A. Counties near two major rivers are selected,
and sprayed for both major types of mosquitoes. However, the resultant impact is actually
worsened.
Without the decision support history tree to observe the response of A, it would be
difficult to visually tell the resulting difference between the original simulation and the
initial decision branch as the two result in a nearly identical loss of cattle. However, if
exploring this initially, the user would see a gain and may have concluded that the decision
path chosen would result in saving lives. In fact, the decisions taken here would only waste
resources and result in approximately the same (or an even worse) outcome.
In path A, the user wanted to explore the effects of enforcing an early quarantine. Initially, this path appeared to provide little impact with respect to the baseline, following
closely to the horizontal axis; however, by the end of the simulation, we see that the initial
quarantine (the blue line labeled as a branch of path B) actually results in a fair number of
lives save.
From this analysis, the user wants to see if they can do better by inserting a decision
measure near the first uptick of the blue path at day 143. Here, the user preemptively
sprays counties near the two major rivers and at the edge of the oncoming spread. The
green decision path (again labeled as a branch of path B) is generated. Here, we see that
the green path actually outperforms the blue path, resulting in an even higher number of
lives saved.
Finally, the user inserts another decision measure at the apex of the green path (day
263), this time spraying for only Aedes mosquitoes. The spray is done over the same major
rivers as the previous injection, and initially a large upswing is seen. Unfortunately, by the
end of the simulation, the end result actually is worse than the quarantine alone and the
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quarantine combined with a secondary spray. This is labeled as Path B. From this, we see
that early preventative measures work better (as expected); furthermore, late term measures
can actually negatively impact the disease spread.
Based on the decisions taken, users can clearly see that the green branch of path B in
Figure 6.3 is the optimal choice as compared to other explored paths. It can be observed
that by adding in the secondary decision measure, we reduced the effect of the downswing
seen in the blue path near day 275. Users may also choose to go back and explore what
went wrong in path A as this resulted in the largest loss of life.
Clearly, as the decision state space becomes more complex, the resultant decision history tree also grows in complexity. However, the current system allows users to interactively hide branches, thus allowing them to quickly remove suboptimal decision paths from
the visualization. Future work will also focus on suggesting potential solutions based on the
current simulation day and other potential user defined constraints. We also plan to allow
for local history decision visualization (as opposed to the current global history option).
Future work will explore the inclusion of small multiples embedded in mouse overs of the
map viewing window as a means of displaying local history graphs for a given county.

6.2

Visual Analytics Application for Anomaly Exploration and Analysis in Financial
Datasets
In following two subsections, we present case studies relevant to anomaly exploration

and analysis in financial datasets. These case studies are related to airline and oil sectors.

6.2.1

Airline Sector Anomaly Analysis

Here, we describe a hypothetical scenario in which a financial analyst is using our
visual analytics system to investigate anomalies and behaviors in the airline sector of the
market from October 2015 to early March 2016. The analyst first examines the overview
of the airline sector market through the price of the tickers in the Time Series View and
notices that while most of the airline tickers displays similar patterns, SAVE US Equity,
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or Spirit Airlines Inc, has an obvious drop in price, which is different from the overall
trend around October 15th. The different behavior is confirmed in the Horizon Graph
View as SAVE US Equity is visualized with a negative dark red while the overall trend
is a positive blue (Figure 6.4). The analyst then compares the result in the News Events
Timeline View to check for news anomalies and news sentiment around the time SAVE US
Equity starts parting from the overall trend. In the News Events Timeline View, the analyst
sees a higher anomaly count and a significantly higher negative sentiment on the day of
the drop compared to surrounding days (Figure 6.4), which suggests potential explanation
for the anomaly. The analyst then drills down into the news stories through the Topic
Stream View to try to make sense of the sudden drop and learns that on October 16th,
Spirit Airlines was downgraded from overweight to equal-weight at Morgan Stanley and
the airline said it expected a year-over-year unit revenue decline in the fourth quarter of
2015 that is greater than the third-quarter decline. By understanding the cause of the drop,
the analyst understands this behavior and can make prediction about its future behavior.

6.2.2

Oil Sector Anomaly Analysis

In this example, the analyst performs anomaly driven analysis of ticker data relevant to
the oil industry from October 2015 to early March 2016. At first glance, the analyst immediately notices some sector wide trends in the time series data. These trends can be clearly
identified in the Horizon Graph View as the first part of the horizon graph shows that there
is a sector wise spike in the stock prices followed by a downward trend around November
29th, 2015. The analyst observes that there is a sudden recovery in oil sector stock prices
around mid January 2016, and there is an obvious spike in the BHI US Equity. The corresponding anomaly is highlighted in the Time Series View as shown in Figure 6.5 and
the Calendar View (highlighted in yellow) clearly shows the cell containing significantly
large number of anomalies. In order to understand the reason behind this recovery in the
oil sector stock prices, the analyst examines the News Events Timeline View. As shown in
Figure 6.5, there are four anomalies detected in the news stories in the second week of Jan-
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Fig. 6.4. A different behavior of Spirit Airline ticker from the overall trend
highlighted in Time Series View, Horizon Graph View and News Events Timeline View.

uary (Jan 11-14th). The analyst then explores the corresponding news articles linked to the
anomalies in topic stream to understand the context around these anomalies and finds news
stories related to Iran’s decision to increase oil output by 500,000 Barrels. Immediately
after this decision there is a mention about the rebound in oil prices after falling below
28. The immediate impact of this news can be seen in the form of a sector wide price
hike around January 20th. This particular scenario clearly demonstrates the importance of
contextual information in understanding financial anomalies.
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Fig. 6.5. A sector wide price hike around January 20th, 2016 in the Oil and
Gas Industry visualized through the system.

6.3

Thema-Typographic Map Visualizing Crime Data
This case study demonstrates use of thema-typographic map to visualize crime dataset.

The thema-typographic map in Figure 6.6 shows the spatial layout of West Lafayette, IN
where crime rate has been visualized onto the map. We define character size to be proportional to the amount of crime in that region, which causes crime-stricken (and presumably
dangerous) areas to become large, and safer areas to become small. In this way, the map
intuitively conveys a feeling for the rate of crime in the city. Besides crime data, we could
encode information on thema-typographic maps using any other type of spatial dataset.

6.4

Text-Based TextRiver Visualizing Social Media Data
This case study demonstrates the use of a TextRiver to visualize topics extracted from

social media(Twitter and Instagram) data. In this case study, we are using geotagged Tweets
from the Las Vegas area posted in 24 hours following the shooting incident [106] that
occurred on October 1, 2017. There are almost 5000 tweets contained in this dataset.
Figure 6.7 shows these tweets loaded in our visual analytics application designed to analyze
social media data. Colored dots on the map represent the location of these tweets. This
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Fig. 6.6. Thema-typographic for West Lafayette, IN where the statistical variable being visualized is crime rate. larger text means more crime. The right
picture shows a zoomed-in area around the Purdue campus, and the inset (upper left) shows the KDE map for the entire region Source [82].

figure also shows two content lenses placed on the map. Purpose of these content lenses is
to visualize topics contained in the tweets within the boundary of each lens. Topic window
on the top right corner displays major topics in all the tweets loaded in the application.
These topics are based on the entire 24-hour temporal range. In order to visualize hourly
trending topics in 24 hour period following the incident, we have utilized the TextRiver
visualization as shown in figure 6.8. The entire dataset is divided into 24 buckets where
each bucket corresponds to one-hour time window. LDA [73] topic modeling is applied to
extract major topics from tweets contained within each bucket. Since the tweets loaded in
this visualization are not classified into sub-categories, only single theme is shown in this
TextRiver. Topics and corresponding weights extracted through LDA are used to populate
the mapping table as previously described in Figure 5.4. Maximum and maximum weights
are automatically extracted based on the LDA topics and weights and are then mapped to
maximum and minimum font sizes that are used to encode the importance of topics. Topics
with maximum weight are placed in the middle part of the TextRiver. Throughout the 24
hours, major topics are mostly related to Las Vegas shooting incident. In the initial hours
of the incident, besides the place and details of the incident people are also discussing the
safety of their families and friends. It also shows sad emotions and prayers offered for the
victims of the incident. The volume of tweets is encoded in the width of the theme. Image
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shows that volume of tweets decreases over time. If additional information is available
through any additional temporal datasets, our text visualization framework can encode that
information through different text properties.

6.5

Text-Based TextRiver Visualizing News Stories Dataset
This case study demonstrates the use of TextRiver to visualize topics extracted from

new stories dataset and its utility to investigate anomalies and unusual behaviors in financial datasets. In section 6.2.1, we analyzed stock market data for airline sector using our
visual analytics framework for temporal datasets. In order to understand anomalous variations or any trends/patterns in such time series datasets, analysts have to explore additional
datasets that may provide contextual evidence to understand such variations or patterns in
stock market data. As shown in Figure 6.4, News Events Timeline View summarizes information derived from news stories dataset in the range that overlaps with the stock market
data. The information contained in this view consists of anomalies based on STL, and
sentiment analysis results. In order to understand the anomalies and context surrounding
these anomalies, we utilize TextRiver visualization that can summarize topics and other
information derived from the news stories dataset as shown in Figure 6.4.
In order to generate this visualization, news stories dataset is first classified into three
major categories: 1) Sports/Entertainment/Health 2) Politics/Foreign Affairs 3) Economy/Tech.
This dataset contains news stories from October 11, 2015 to October 31, 2015. For each
day, major topics along with weights are extracted from this news collection based on LDA.
This information is then used to populate the mapping table as explained in Figure 5.4. This
information is then referenced during the placement of topics in the text-based TextRiver.
An analyst starts the analysis process by looking into the anomalies encoded through
glyphs in the timeseries view as shown in Figure 6.4. Analyst is particularly interested in
exploring the context of anomalies around October 16, 2015 by looking into the associated News Events Timeline View that summarizes the sentiment analysis information and
anomalies found in news topics. A section of this timeline around October 16, 2015 is
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highlighted in Figure 6.9 and it shows three prominent anomalies and overall negative sentiment associated with news articles in this time range. Corresponding to this highlighted
area, the TextRiver shown in Figure 6.9 displays afghanistan, refugees, irin, shan, sein,
etc., as major topics. If we look into the Economy/Technology sector, then it shows aid and
afghanistan as major topics. Analyst looking at the financial market data can look at these
topics available through this TextRiver to get an idea about contextual information available through news stories and can help understand any relation between anomalies derived
from financial data and news events.
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Fig. 6.7. Case Study1: Tweets following a shooting incident in Las Vegas in
2017 are shown on a map based view. Topic lens is placed on the map view
that shows major topics discussed in the tweets that are generated from area
under the lens. Top right window shows the major topics in entire twitter data
in given time window.
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Fig. 6.8. Case Study 1: TextRiver visualization showing social media tweets
following 24 hours after a shooting incident in Las Vegas in 2017.

Fig. 6.9. Case Study 2: TextRiver showing topics extracted from news stories
dataset for month of October 2015. These news stories are classified into three
major categories.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented a visual analytics framework for decision support environments supporting interactive analysis and exploration of multivariate spatiotemporal datasets. This framework provides analysts and decision makers with an environment
where they can apply different decision measures and study the impact of different decisions over time. The framework presented here contains two sub-frameworks.
The first sub-framework provides a suite of tools targeted for spatial datasets. These
tools support the generation of geospatial map-based visualizations for spatial datasets.
The datasets that can be fed to these tools include public health surveillance data, epidemic
models simulation output, and multivariate network datasets. We have extended this subframework to automatically generate novel text-based spatial visualizations (Typographic
maps or Thema-typographic maps). In these maps, the text not only captures the shape
of visualization representing all of its graphical features but it can also encode multiple
variables contained in spatial datasets by modifying the properties of the text.
The second sub-framework provides tools for visualizing temporal datasets. In examples presented in this work, we have utilized this framework for anomaly exploration in
financial time series datasets. While studying the context of the anomalies in such datasets,
we refer to additional sources of data like news stories or social media datasets. Such
datasets are rich in information and many variables could be derived from these datasets.
One major challenge is to represent information derived from these text datasets in a single visualization. The information that can be derived includes topics extracted from the
text, sentiment analysis, and whether there are any unusual topics in a dataset. In order
to address these challenges, we have designed and implemented a novel text-based TextRiver visualization by extending our sub-framework for visualizing temporal data. This
visualization (similar to the text-based spatial visualization) consists entirely of text and
can be used to encode multiple variables present in temporal datasets by modifying the
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text properties. We have presented two case studies demonstrating the applicability of this
visualization. We also present results of a user study performed to study the success of this
visualization in encoding variables in temporal data.
Our implementation of these text-based visualizations and corresponding case studies,
open up the possibility of applying these text-based visualizations in other application scenarios where we want to encode multiple types of information in a single visualization.
The main contributions of our work presented in this thesis are as follows:
• Visual analytics framework for decision support environments supporting interactive
exploration and analysis of multivariate spatial and temporal datasets [60]
• A suite of map-based visualization tools to visualize geospatial datasets [60]
• Decision history visualization tools to interactively apply decision measures and explore different decision paths [60]
• A suite of temporal data analysis tools supporting anomaly exploration and analysis
• Design and development of novel typographic maps and thema-typographic maps
visualization for spatial datasets [82]
• Design and development of novel text-based TextRiver visualization for temporal
datasets
• Application scenarios demonstrating use of above techniques on different spatial and
temporal datasets
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8. FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we have presented our visual analytics framework for decision support environments and how this framework can be utilized in the analysis of different multivariate
spatiotemporal datasets. We have also presented extensions to this framework to generate
novel text-based spatial and temporal visualizations and demonstrated usage of these visualizations in different application scenarios. With the increase in the scale of data and
increasingly dynamic nature of target applications (due to streaming data or other factors),
there are many challenges that arise and we intend to pursue following topics in our future
research:
Details on demand and interactivity:

There are certain limitations in text-based visual-

izations especially in cases where accurate values are required to be visualized on demand.
We can address this shortcoming by introducing features like a content lens or showing
more details on demand in linked visualizations on interaction. In typographic maps, the
output is static SVG, and we plan to add interactivity operations like navigation, modifying
map layouts, and providing details on demand.
Addressing perception biases due to long words:

In our current implementation of the

TextRiver, we truncate part of the word that exceeds the width of a temporal bin to avoid
giving a false perception that the word belongs to multiple temporal bins. It also takes
up some of the space that has to be used by words in the neighboring bins. In order to
address this issue, we will investigate alternative methods (instead of truncation) based on
adjusting the area of words and putting bounds to ensure that it stays within the limits of
the associated temporal bin. We will also explore how it impacts the visual perception of
the adjusted words.
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Encoding visual emphasis by estimated ink usage:

In text-based visualizations, longer

words can get more visual emphasis as compared to shorter words while encoding same
information. In order to address this issue, we plan to utilize fonts that can provide density
estimate for each character. Such density information is not readily available unless you are
using specialized fonts that provide this information similar to FatFonts [44]. We plan to
develop an algorithm that can estimate density information automatically for fonts loaded
in visualization. Once this information is available then we can have more precise control
over calculating estimated ink usage and visual emphasis for words of different sizes.
Dynamically update different parts of text-based visualizations:

Due to streaming

nature of data in many applications (like social media data) there is a need to do dymanic
updates in parts of visualization. In order to address such challenges, we plan to introduce
dynamic updates in the text-based visualizations. This is useful in scenarios where it is
not desired to update entire visualization. Instead, only parts of visualization should be
updated. In case of thema-typographic maps, if we are representing spatial data and underlying data changes then corresponding sections of the map should also update dynamically
without refreshing the entire visualization. Same is applicable to text-based TextRiver,
where we often need to update topics or textual content in a certain time range.
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